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FIELD MARSH|AL

ALBERT KES•;ELRING

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

On 21 Novcmber 1943,

the German High Command appointed

Luftwaffe Field Marshal Albert Kesselring to the position of
Commander

in Chief,

Southwest and Commander,

Army Group C.

Hitler's decision to give this job to Kesselring was the culmination of a historic debate b~tween Kesselring and Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel,

who shared a divided command in

about how besL to defend the italian

peninsula.

proposals for the conduct of the war in
Hitler,

represented

the strategic

the two Field Marshals.

Italy,

The divergent

Italy, as solicited by

and operational concepts of

When Hitler finally made his decision

about who was to command the theater,

Rommel was transferred to

prepare for the inevitable Allied landing in the West,

leaving

Kesselring to put his ideas into reality.
The job in which Kesselring found himself in November 1943
was really not new,

but a continuation of his responsibilities

since his appointment as Commander in Chief, South,
1941.

in November

At that time, he vwas given the responsibility to supply

Rommel in North Africa.
responsible

in October 1942, he was made

for the defense of all

areas except
experience,

Later,

those

German occupied Mediterranian

under the control of Rommel.

Kesselring was

Because of his

timately familiar with the

situation

in Italy and had e'tensive working relationships with his Italian
counterparts.

It

would seem,

on the surface,

that such an assign-

ment would not be unusual for a Field Marshal.
there were at least three unusual aspects
First,

Chief,

South,

in

this case,

to Kesselring's

Kesselring was responsible for all

in his area eif operations.

Yet,

job.

German forces

When earlier appointed Commander

he had also been given responsibility

1i

in

for all German

2

forces,

thus argoniz.ingthe only command outside ot the German
which controlled forces from all three services.

High Command (OKW)
Secondly,

Kesselring was an Air Force officer.

Aviators like
and no

Kesselring were not given long term ground assignments,

other senior Luftwaffe officer was placed in the position of
a theater command.

In this sense, Kesselring's position was

especially unique.

Finally, during the months prior to his

appointment,

Kesselring was not primarily responsible for

the defense of the Italian peiinsula, the Italian High Command
Kesselring operated on a coordinate
had that responsibility.
level with the Italian High Command, being directly responsible
for the conduct of coalition warfare with the major German ally
in the Eurpean theater until their capitulation to the Allies
in September 1943.
Kesselring was therefore,

a man in a highly responsible

and unique position within the German command structure.
Despite this uniqueness,

there is

currently very little

published concerning Kesselring as a commander.
his own memoirs,

m,'terial

Aside from

a biography and a magazine article, Kesselring

is mentioned in published material only inci.dentally to specific
combat actions or decisions,

biographies of other leaders,

or

discussed in relation to larger force developments during
the inter-war years.

Additionally,

thero' are postwar historical

documents prepared by German officers under the supervision of
military historians,

a significant portion of which was prepared

by Kesselring himself, which relate to his operations,
not synthesized in any way.

but are

Our failure to carefully analyze

Kesselring's situation and approach to command,
in the area of decisionmaking,

particularly

leaves a considerable gap in

our historical knowledge of the campaign in Italy from the
German perspective.

3
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Purpose

The purpose of this thesis

is

to provide an analysis of

Field Matshal Albert Kesselring's decisions as the Axis theater
commander in control of German forces at the battle of Anzio,
January-February 1944.

Specifically,

his decisions regarding

the commitment of his Army Group reserves to the Gustav Line
on 18 January 1944 and the development and implementation
of the counterattack plan which led to the German counterattack
of the Allied beachhead at Anzio beginning 16 February 1944.
As an introduction to a wider study of Kesselring as a commander,
this evaluation is

intended to focus on a single,

well definable

crisis faced by Kesselring during the defense of Italy,
providing a vehicle for evaluation.

thus

This paper will not provide

an indepth evaluation of the battle of Anzio.
Anzio,
Rome,

a coastal town on the Tyrrenian Sea,

south of

was the scene of q major amphibioi;s assault buy Lhe VI

Corps of the Fifth (US)
series of battles,

Army in

late January 1944.

The resulting

fought in late January through May,

were a

desperate struggle for control of the beachhead and the routes
leading from it.

The Allies intended to outflank German defenses

of the Gustav'Line located further south,

and open the way to Rome.

The Germans sought to contain and destroy the Allied forces in
the beachhead while preverting
Line.

For Kesselring,

.

breakthrough along the Gustav

this crisis meant that he had to balance

forces and threats between the beachhead and the line further
south,

in order to achieve his objectives at both locations

with his carefully husbanded resources.
can be viewed as a single,

Consequently,

Anzio

important crisis in the context

of the larger defensive consideration,

and an opportunity to

examine Kesselring's decisions within that larger framework.

I

4

Need

currently no definitive eval.-

there is

As stated earlier,

This lack points to a need

uation of Kesselring as a commander.

to evaluate the conduct of the Italian campaign from the per:spective of one of the single, most important figtres in the
theater,

It

the German commander in Italy.

hensible that to date,
of this campaign,

is

almost incompre-

written about the conduct

of the many pages

that the perspective of Albert Kesselring as
Among the many needs

a commander has not truly been uncovered.
is

generated from this critical one,

the need to understand the
Current material does

decisions made by Kesselring at Anzio.

not thoroughly evaluate his decisions nor the factors considered
by Kezselring in the three critical decisions affecting the
ouLnome of the battles at Anzio; his commitment of the Army
Group reserves to the Gustav Line,

his involvement in the develop-

ment of the 16 February counterattack plan, and his role in the
It

conduct of the counterattack.

is

the need to fill

in the

details of these aspents of Kesselring as a commander that this
paper addresses.
Further, professional

soldiers are interested in our

military past for a variety of reasons.

We can learn from

the experiences of others, as we discover that perhaps new ideas
are not so new,

and how to avoid impropez applications of combat

As to the latter --

power.

historical accutacy and accounta-

bility demand a proper, professional approach to the facts in
reporting and interpretation.
Finally,

there is

a need for synthesis.

of history are dangerous,

particularly when placed into practice

as a part of military science.
leaders,

As we form opinions of individual

the views of many are needed to prepare an objective

assessment,

regardless of the difficulty of reconciliation.

Reports on Kesselring are a case in point.

.-..
- i..--

-M--."....

Parochial views

. .-------

Aside from the

.-- -----.-

5

biography by Kenneth Macksey,
is

from variQi.,

most material written about him

personal perspecti.ves,

to be objective.

little

of which appears

These views need reconciliation and evaluation

for a proper portrait of Kesselring as a commander.
propose to do this in a comprehensive way,

I do not

but do propose to

provide a synthesis and evaluation in respect to the stated
purpose of this paper.

Methcd

The primary research method used in this paper is

the

historical approach.
In order to preserve objectivity, I will
questions, then
appir.oach the task through the use of research
will seek to answer those questions through research and evaluative conclusions.

The research questions are these:

"Do the

decisions made by Kesselring immediately prior to and during the
battle of Anzio provide an indication of his ability as a
commander?"

"If

so,

how effective were those decisions in

achieving his intended objectives?"
These questions lead to further subsets of questions which
will be specifically addressed in the evaluative portion of this

1

paper.

'

Preview
This paper will generally follow a chronology leading
to the battle of Anzio.
Chapter Two will provide a background
to the situiation in Italy through Hitler's decision to appoint Kesselring to the post of Commander in Chief,
west,

South-

a brief sketch of Kesse'ring's career to the same point

in time, and a discussion of Kesselring's personality.

Chapter

Three will discusb Kesselring's key decisions under evaluation
in a narrative format,

set in the discussion of the Anzio

6

operation.

Chapter Four will provide an analysis of the decisions

ýhrough the use of a series of research questions.
the evaluation,

Following

Chapter Five will draw 3ome conclusions and

make recommendations for future research.

A bibliography will

also provide further information concerning sources used in the
preparation of this paper and for further reading.

1~

!I

CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND

The purpose of this chapter is

to build a background of

information concerning both the career and personality
Kesselring,

and the events in

Italy leading

of Albert

to the development

of the Anzio landing.

Both discussions will be brief,

will provide essential

information for consideration of

Kesselring's actions at Anzio in
first

but

the next two chapters.

The

section of this chapter will be concerned solely with

Kesselring's background through his duties until the fall
North Africa.

Then,

the focus will shift to the development

of the defense of Italy,
and ending in

beginning with the invasion of Sicily

December 1943 on the Italian mainland.

some reflections

of

Finally,

of Kesselring as a commander under coustruc-

tion will end the chapter.

Background:

Albert Kesselring

Albert Kesselring was born at Marksteft in
30 November 1885.

He entered. service

Foot Artillery in

1904 as an officer in

later commissioned a lieutenant in
to the German-French

the 2nd Bavarian
training and was

that regiment and posted

frontier at Metz.

duties at Metz came his first

in

Among his various

flight experience

observation balloons used to adjust artillery
Wcrld War One,

Bavaria on

in

fire.

testing
During

Kesselring served the bulk of his time as the

adjutant of the Ist Bavarian Foot Artillery and of the 3d
Bavarian Artillery.

In

the spring of 1917 when the British

and Canadians began a drive at Arras,

7

Kesselring was instru-

4,

8

mentel in preventing a rout of German troops and helping to
stabalize the situation over a period of several days.

He

1

repeated the performance again a few months later at Messines.
The result was his direct dppointment to the German General
Staff, without the formality of the requisite attendance at
the Kriegsakademie.

The indication for the future was an

officer who could effectively organize and conduct defensive
operations under less than optimal conditions.
Following the First World War,

Kesselring was selected

as a member of the 100,000 man Riechswehr and for appointment
to the Truppenamt,
General Staff,

the thinly veiled successor to the German

which was now prohibited un'>r the terms of

the Versailles Treaty.

About sixty other officers were selected

as well by the new architect of the Reichswehr,
von Seekt.

General Hans

The work of these officers was absolutely essential

to the future recreation of the German armed forces in the
1930's.

At one point, Kesselring was responsible for writing

the first memo dealing with the orgapization and development
of the future Wehrnacht General Staff. 2 Additionally, Kesselring spent a significant amount of time with weapons development
and the associated logist
weapons systems.

cal development to support these new

Seekt moved officers,

from job to job in the Truppenamt

including Kesselring,

in order to expose them to

various tasks and allow them to gain expertise in several areas.
This approach proved invaluable to the development of these
officers

in preparation for the future expansion of the German

Armed Forces.
On I October 1933,

Kesselring was appointed Chief of the

Luftwaffe Administrative Office.

At this time,

the Luftwaffe

existed unofficially because of restrictions of the Versailles
Treaty.

Consequently,

Kesselring found himself out of uniform

for the first time in nearly 30 years and no longer considered
a soldier,

but an airman.

In his new job,

however,

he found

9

that it

was basically a continuation of many of the things he

had been doing at the Truppenamt.
Kesselring was instrumental in
ment of the Luftwaffe.
Lieutenant General.

As the Chief of Administration,

the force and material develop-

By 1936,

Kesselring held the rank of

In that year,

the Luftwaffe General Staff

was formed ýtficially ,,ith Walther Wever as the first Chief
of Staff.

Following Wever's untimely death in an airplane

crash,

Kesselring was appointed as the Luftwaffe Chief of
Staff on 15 August 1936.3
As the new Chief of Staff,

Kesselring used his influence

to resolve the strategic versus tactical debate then current
in the Luftwaffe.

Some,

including Wever,

felt that the Luft-

waffe should develop into a strategic force with long range
bombing capability which required technologically sophisticated
and expencive equipment.

Kesseiring,

on the other hand,

saw

the Luftwaffe as a tactical support system oriented on supporting
the ground forces in close coordination and using less expensive,
but very accurate attack aircraft such as the JU 87 (Stuka).
With Kesselring as Chief of Staff,

the decision to arm for tac-

tical support was assured.
A second issue dealt with by Kescýelring was in
of organizational authority.

the area

Herman Goering was the Commander

in Chief of the Luftwaffe and the Air Minister on the Reichs
Cabinet.

Erhard Milch,

the former head of Lufthansa, was the

Secretary of State for Aviation.

Kesselring,

as the Chief

of Staff of the Luftwaffe General Staff, assumed that he
should report directly to the Commander in Chief, a normal
organizational arrangement.
Milch, however, felt that he should
have the capability to intervene between the two in another
layer of authority.

The problem ceutered on a lack of defini-

tion of Milch's responsibility and authority.

Kesselring pushed

for limiting Milch's authority and establishing a permanent,
official relationship between the Commander in Chief and the
Chief of Staff. 4 Milch disagreed.
Goering decided in favor of

7

7

10

adopted a new command

and the Luftwaffe

Ke--.lring,

structure

defining the limits of authority of the various officers and
establishing official

relationships on 2 June

Having

1937.

accomplished this task and realizing that someone else should
exercise the new official

relationship,

relieved and placed on the retired
by Goering but not retired.
of Luftk:.eis
of Silesia,

list.

Kesselring asked to be
5
He was relieved

Kesselring found himself

(Air District)

111,

in

responsible for the air

Saxony and Central Germany.

command
defense

His command was changed

from an area command to an operational command on 1 April 1938
and redesignated

Luftflotte

I (First Air Group).

This particular

command contained a significant portion of the Luftwaffe's air
power.
On I September 1939,

Germany attacked

Poland,

Kesselring the first

opportunity to lead air

forces

His command operated

in

offering
in

combat.

the area of the Northern Army Group,

commanded by General von Bock.

At this time,

Luftwaffe

doctrine
II

stated that air commands were

but Kesselring sought to work closely with

of Army control,
the Army

intended to operate independently

in providing close tactical support to the ground

forces.6

During this and all

subsequent campaigns,

mode of operation was one of constant motion,
to conduct
abilities

Kesselring's

flying incessantly

reconnaissance of the enemy and observe his own pilots'
in

combat.

In

this theater,

his specific missions were

to move with the Northern Army Group as they destroyed Polish
forces and linked up with units in
Berlin from air

attack,

ring's objective,

East Prussia,

to protect

and to destroy Polish units.

according to Luftwaffe doctrine,

the Polish Air Force and its

was to destroy

ground support systems in

permit the provision of close air support.

Kessel-

order to

The bad weather

on 1 September and effective precautions by the Poles in
thair aircraft

moving

from vulnerable airfields prevented the immediate
7
accomplishment of the
first
mission.
Concerning his cooperation

S.-

~

-

-

with von Bock,

Kesselring stated:

As an old army officer, I understood the needs and worries
of the army too well not to reach complete agreement with
I was not subordinate to
him (von Bock) in brief talks.
von Bock, but voluntarily felt
myself to be under his orders
in all
questions of ground tactics.
8
This approach became a consistent trademark of Kesselring

--

priority of support to the ground,

an:d clearly defines his

reasons

tactical air force.

for pushing for a primarily

Poland was the

result of this cooperation in
the JU 87 in

iffective use of

close air support and the deliberate use of the

88 mm anti-aircraft

gun as a ground support weapon.

Foilowing the conclusion of the Polish campaign,
was asked to stay in

Poland in

however,

Kesselring

order to develop air defenses

for the newly acquired territories.
long,

The

That job did not last

because he was soon transferred to the west

to take command of Luftflotte II

from an old friend frum

Truppenamt days,

Felmy had been relieved from

General Felmy.

command over a breach of security which had compromised the plan
9
for the invasion of the Netherlands, Belgium and France.
This new command included the administrative
and Hamburg,
wing,

an airborne group,

atnd an anti-aircraft

came in

areas of Minster

three bomber groups, a fighter
1O
artillery
corps.
Thi.s transfer

time for the final preparations of the coming invasion

of the West.
The invasion plan included a significant ground force
effort as a part of Kesselring's responsibilities.

He was

charged with planning and conducting the employment

of the first

large scale use of airborne,
in Western Europe.

gliderborne,

and airlanded troops

These units were to be used to sieze key

points

in advance of the main body.

units,

Kesselring was concerned with surprise and the execution

of complicated transport arrangements
glider,

In

the employment of these

to get the airborne,

and air transported units on their objectives.

these are seen as normal airborne problems today,

kL

Although

for Kesselring's

12

Kesselring

these were pioneer efforts.

staff and the units,

reviewed the plans developed prior to his arrival and made
however,

His primary concern,

some changes.

order to insure close

in

for ground support,

arrangements

was with the

cooperation existed with ground commanders

rather than the
1
by Goering.
envisiored
action
very independent Luftwaffe
Following the rapid penetration of France and the creation
Goering proposed to Hitler that the

of the pocket at Dunkirk,

entrapped forces be eliminated by the Luftwaffe,
the Army be held in

place.

Kesselring objected to this proposal

not because he felt

He did so,

at the time.

and that

that the ground

that
ob, but because he felt
mission.13
the
his air forces were too depleted 2to accomplish
forces were better suited for the

From this perspective,

1-4

Kesselring felt

Lhat the failure of the

Luftwaffe to reduce the resistance at Dunkirk served to vindicate
his judgement.
France and the later Battle of Britain

The campaign in
(which

for Kesselring actually raýi from June to December

both serve to demonstrate some of Kesselring's
traits.

During the Battle of Britain,

known optomism about the capabilities
a lot of confidence

in

1940),

characteristic

he displayed his well
of his forces

by placing

the inflated Luftwaffe estimates of

destroyed British aircraft by using those figures

for planning

15

purposes.
the effects

He attempted to fly at every opportunity to observe
16
of Luftwaffe attacks such as the attack on Coventry.

The desire to observe the battle

first

hand and to see the

effectiveness of his forces perhaps reflect his 30 years'
At any rate,

experience as an artilleryman.

this type of activity

his being shot or forced down a total of five times
17
Additionally, the campaign in France and the
during the war.
resulted in

Netherlands

Kesselring's meticulous planning

serve to illustrate

and exec,.iLon of airborne operations while at the same time
coordinating close support and air superiority activities.

--..-
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reviewing these traits, a picture is

formed of a capable,

optomistic and courageous commander,

well suited to the type

of offensive war in which he was involved.
By December 1940,

Kesselring was deeply involved in planning

for Operation BARBAROSA as the continued Luftwaffe bombing
of Britain degenerated
that invasion.

into a diversionary effort to mask

Luftflotte II moved to Warsaw in June 1941

just prior to the invasion 'as Kesselring again found himself
in support of von Bock and his Army Group Center.
began with air strikes at 0330,
constantly

in the air,

22 June 1941.

observing operations,

The invasion

Kesselring was
landing to coordinate

with army elements and visiting crews returning from their missions:
Never did he attempt to underrate their (the crews') difficulties and dangers.
Always there was the broad smile
and the effusive charm designed to instil confidence -and usually there was a willing response from the men, many
of whose names he knew from memory, even when things might
have gone wrong,
18
During the Russian campaign,
he still

p

Kesselring demonstrated that

had things to learn as a commander.

During a crisis which

ji

developed in the Elnya salient in the Army Group Center area on
2 September 1941,

Kesselring committed himself to a particular

tactical course of action in order to influence a decision about
the employment of ground troops.

When Hitler's wishes con-

cerning the situation became known,
apparently for political security.
biographer states:

19

Kesselring reversed himself,
Of this situation,

his

Kesselring's allocation of resources in this crisis were
those of the administrator who seeks a solution by compromise in an endeavor to satisfy everybody.
That hard,
inner stiffening which is essential in bracing the topclass commander to an unbending purpose had yet to ossify
within him.
20
Kesselring's involvement in Russia was relatively shortlived.

In mid-September,

he was asked about the possibility

of being transferred to the Mediterranian theater by General
Hoffman von Waldau, an officer on the Luftwaffe General Staff.

--

k~'

21
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Kesselring did not seriously consider the request at LIhe time,

Russian campaign.
in

November.

air

support,

of Malta in

ot the

in the hectic activities

and soon forgot about it

The request changed to an order,

Rommel,

then in

North Africa,

and the Royal Air Force,
the Mediterranian,

however,

needed sul'stantial

operating from the island

was making resupply of North

Africa a very serious venture for the Axis.

On 28 November,

Kesselring was appointed Commander in

South,

Chief,

and given

the mission of insuring that supplies got to Rommel.22
him went the headquarters
all

Luftwaffe

forces in

of Luftflotte

I1 to take

With

command of

the Mediterranian.

The command relationship which developed upon Kesselring's
arrival in Rome was rather awkward and not in line with Hitler's
intntins.23
intentions. 2
Hitler desired for Kesselring not only to take
charge of German forces

in

the area,

but

this turned into mere wishful thinking.
Rome,

Italian forces as well.
Upon his arrival

in

Kesselring found that the Italians were extremely suspect

of a situation
theater.

in which a German commanded all forces in

For the sake of cooperation,

Kesselring agreed with

Mussolini and the Italian Chief of Staff,
the Commando Supremo
to command all

Count Cavallero,

(the Italian High Command)

Axis forces in

the theater,

order would be issued without Kesselring's
arrangement made Kesselring's
interesting.

would continue

relationship with Rommel 4ather

der Wehrmacht (OKW

--

which was
the German Armed

Forces High Command directly under the control of Hitler)
the Commando Supremo.

the Commander in

to

Rommel came under the command of Governer-

General Marshal Bastico in Tripolitania,
the Commando Supremo,

that

but that no operational
24
approval.
This

Rommel commanded the Afrika Korps,

assigned by Oberkommando

their

who was supposed

Chief,

South,

who in

turn was under

(by Hitler)

but was not.

not made any easier by the tension between

to be under

This situation was
Bastico and Rommel.

Kesselring's primary responsibility was to get supplies to
Rommel,

and he was to have the air and sea

assets to do that.

15

Unfortunately,

he did not have official control over the single,

most important German formation in the theater,

the Afrika Korps.

Having the responsibility of a Commander in Chief, but not
the authority or the staff organization to carry out Lhat responsibility, Kesselring had to follow the fine line between
pressuring the Italians into more action on one side and maneuvering the German commanders around the Italian obstructionist
attitudes that sometimes arose on the other.25
This was a difficult task under the best of conditions,
and the conditions in the Mediterranian theater in
1942 were far from ideal.

Romnmel,

called in

1941 and early

to aid the faltering

Italian operations in North Africa in February 1941,

was pushed

back from the Libyan-Egyptian frontier to Mersa Brega on the
western side of Libya in the first month of Kesselring's assignment
26
to the theater.
Supplies were not getting through to Rommel
because of the effective action by the British on Malta to
interdict Axis convoys heading for Tripoli.

Indeed,

month of December,

to North Africa

until Christmas,

not a single tank made it

during the
27

though many lay at the buLtom of the sea.

Malta was a thorn in the Axis flesh from the beginning of
the North African operation.

As early as January 1941,

the

problem was recognized and X Flieger Corps was stationed on
Sicily to aid the Italians in
The British,

fighting the British on Malta.

recognizing the strategic position of Malta,

con-

tinued to strengthen its defenses and became very active in
attacking convoys from Europe to North Africa.

X Flieger Corps
28

was assigned the mission of reducing Malta from the air.
In spite of the Luftwaffe's efforts,

the British continued to make

increasing inroads into Axis supply efforts throughout 1941.
During the initial briefing with Hitler prior to his assignment
to Rome,

Kesselring was told to reduce Malta from the air with

Luftflotte II.

Kesseiring replied that he felt it

impossible

to neutralize the island without putting ground forces on Malta.

MAN-

16

Hitler and Goering,

apparently

reduction of strongpoints
efforts on Malta,

learning nothing about tactical

from Dunkirk and the last year's

devalued Kesselring's
29

opinion and told him

to follow orders.
Kesselring began operations against Malta on 31 December
1941,

culminating

occupy

in

the island,

April 1942.

He clearly saw the need to

and continuously attempted to persuade Hitler

and Mussolini to commit ground forces to invade it,
only elicit

half-hearted agreements

It

was Kesselring's

II,

then to'invade.

but could

from either High Command.

intent to soften the island using Luftflotte
The Luftwaffe's effectiveness

in bombing

the island and Kesselring's own optomistic evaluation,
served to invalidate his plan in
to 29 April 1942,
wrecking port

facilities

and reducing British fighters on the
Kesselring announced on 11 April that

attack was effective,

persuade his vacillating
allies

superiors,

assuming that he could then
naval colleagues and Italian

that an invasion would now be simple.

siezed the opportunity to take
was so effective,
additionally,

From 20 March

concentrated attacks were made on the island,

island to just a few.
the Luftwaffe

the eyes of OKW.

Instead,

the view that since

an invasion was no longer necessary.

required to take Malta after the serious
situation on Crete in

1941.

losses

they

the Luftwaffe

was very suspect-of the type of airborne

on 29 April 1942,

however,

Hitler,
operation

from a similar

At a conference at Obersalzburg

the decision was made to dedicate

resources

to insure the reduction of Tobruk in Libya,

which Rommel now had

isolated,

Kesselring pushed

then to invade and secure Malta.

his case hard at the meeting,
30
promise.

but had to settle for a com-

The compromise did not hold.
June 1942,

Onc;:

Tobruk fell

on 21

Rommel pressed Hitler, without telling Kesselring,

for permission to immediately attack to the east toward Cairo.
Hitler,

who had already told the designated commander of the air-

borne invasion force,

General Student,

that he felt

consolidation

17

of the island impossible,
plan.

used this pretext to scrap the whole

Kesselring went down fighting.

with Rommel,

Cavallero and Bastico,

mel to change his mind.

3 1

Cn 26 June,

at a meeting

he argued strongly with Rom-

Rommel refused,

sealing his own fate

as the British began to rebuild Malta quickly and Kesselring
soon found it

difficult,

then nearly impossible,

to sustain

Rommel's forces in North Africa in the months to come.
In October 1942,

a re-organization of the southern

comnand made Kesselring responsible for all occupied Mediterranian coastal areas with the exception of those areas under the
control of Rommel.

Kesselring's role was expanded from that of

providing supplies to Rommel to a true Commander in Chief with
the appropriate authority.

Thus,

he became the only German

commander who was in control of all three services within
the scope of his command. 32 In the reorganization, Luftflotte
II gained a separate commander and Kesselring was allowed to
form a staff.

The primary reason for this change in focus was
3
concern for an Allied landing somewhere In the Mediterranian.
That landing came on 8 November 1942 as American and British
forces landed in Algiers, Oran and Casablanca. 34
As the Axis
now faced a two front war in Africa,

Kesselring's command was

expanded in January 1943 to include all forces in occupied
territories.

This expandod covm-mand did not ease the problems

in North Africa,

however,

as years of OKW neglect of the Mediter-

ranian theater could not be made up by the supplies an,' men
now pouring into North Africa.

The Allies were too strong,

leading to the inevitable fall of Tunisia on 9 May 1943.
Background:

The Defense of Italy

The defense of Italy began with the defense of Sicily.
The OKW was unsure of the next Allied move following the fall
of Tunisia,

a situation aided by a very effective British ruse

18

which pointed to a possibility of an invasion in either Greece
36
Kesselrl.,g was consequently forced to
or Sardinia.
take steps to prepqre both locations against possible attack.
As he considered the defense of Italy, he felt that it
begin in Sicily.

should

In making that decision, Kesselring was

quite aware of the danger of forces in Sicily being cut off
by an amphibious envelopment somewhere along the longest coastline in Europe,

but felt at the time that German intellegence

would be able to forwarn him of such a possibility.
spect, Kesselring and Siegfried Westphal,
chief of staff,
. .

saw their task develop in

In retro-

his very capable
Italy as:

. maintaining the Italian theater in

order to assure

The complete failure of
and keep the Italians on our side.
the Italian divisions in Sicily, necessitated, however a
The Italian peninsula
"delaying defense" on this island.
Italy's desertion frustrated
itself was to be "defended."
It compelled the German command to change
also this plan.
over finally to delaying defense which, of course, was
38
temporarily also turned into offensive actions.
As ii.icated, continued Italian participation following
the loss of their best units in Africa and general weariness
with the war and with Mussolini were major concerns within the
German command.

First,

with the intent of bol.tering the

sagging Italian commitment to the effort, 'then with the responsibility of defending the country once the Italians pulled
out ot the conflict,

Germany became increasingly drawn into

reinforcement of this newly vulnerable southern flank.

What

follows in the remainder of this chapter is a trace of Kesselring's involxement in that commitment and the development of
the general defensive situation on the Italian peninsula.
On 11 June 1943,

the Italian garrison on the island of

120 miles southwest of Palermo (see Appendix A),
39
For
fell to the lst British Division without a contest.
Pantellerra,

this event solidified the feeling that the next
40
With the island now in
Allied effort would be in Sicily.
Kesselring,

=
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Allied hands,

Eisenhower had the capability to launch land based

tactical air strikes on Sicilian beaches.
Since the appointment of d'Armata Vittero Ambrosio as
the Italian Chief of Staff to replace Cavalero in January 1943,
the working relationship between the Commander in Chief,

South

and the Italian Commando Supremo became increasingly strained.
Ambrosio felt that involvement with Germany was a dangerous
course for his country at this point,
to breaking away from Germany.

and dedicated himself

The resulting tension mounted

during the months of Axis reverses in North Africa through the
invasion of Sicily in July 1943.
The chill was felt all the
way to Berlin as Hitler became increasingly concerned about the
seriousness of the Italian commitment.

In the final analysis,

the Axis was not built on the commitments of two nations,
the mutual intecests of the two dictators.

but

Against the back-

ground of conc..ern and coalition degeneration played the opening
move of the Italian campaign -Operationally,

the invasion of Sicily.

Kesselring as Commander in Chief,

was responsible for the defense of the dediterranian,
Italian soil was still

under It-alian control.

forces committed to Italy, therefore,
Italian command,

South,
but

German ground

were retained under

but under German logistical responsibility.

Kesselring did manage,

however,

to retain a significant "in-

formal" command relationship with German units in Italy.

The

Italian 6th Army in Sicily was commanded by General Guzzoni with
about 200,000 poorly organized, trained, deployed and equipped
personnel.
Two German formations, added as "stiffiners" were
in Sicily under 6th Army control -(Pz Gr)

the 15th Panzer Grenadier

Division and the German Goering (HG)

both of which were first-class units.

Panzer Division,

The basic Italian con-

cept for the employment of these forces, which was significantly
influenced by Kesselring,

was to use poorly trained and equipped

coastal units backed by infantry at. strongpoints.

I'

The best

I
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Italian divisions and the two German divisions were arrayed
43

as counterattack forces within the interior.

Kesselring

insured that the German divisions were placed along the southern
coast of the island, where he felt the Allied main effort would
44

be placed.
The Allies landed along the southern and southeastern
coasts of Sicily early on 10 July 1943.

The fighting was intense,

as German and regular Italian divisions took the brunt of
the fighting attempting to throw the Allies from the beachheads.

Communications within the 6th Army broke down quickly.

On numerous

occasions,

communications from Germa-

formations

in Sicily to Kesselring's headquarters on the mainland were
the only link between the peninsula and the island.
consequently,

Kesselring,

unable to reach Guzzoni at his headquarters,

found

himself involved in making operational decisions from the
mainland without regard to the Italian commander on the island.
The Italian defense quickly broke down,

and Kesselring,

as well as OKW realized that the Germans would have to assume
responsibility for the defense.

The Commando Supremo also

recognized the situation and asked OKW for increased air and
naval support on 13 July.

Simultaneously,

Kesselring requested

permission to move the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division from
the mainland,

and the remainder of the 1st Parachute Division

(one regiment jumped into Sicily on 12 July as immediate reinforcements)

as well as more submarines and torpedo boats with

which to harass Allied shipping.
movement of these units,

47

Before authorizing the

Hitler briefly considered the abandon-

ment of Sicily in order to concentrate forces on the mainland.
Kesselring,
morale,

however, dissuaded him in order to bolster Italian

which at this point was critical.

On 13 July, Hitler

authorized the movement from the mainland of the two divisions,
plus the XIV Panzer Corps Headquarters to take control of the

i
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divisions on the island.

Its task, until 13 July,

had been

to provide administrative and logistical support to the divisions committed on Sicily, so the corps headquarters was familiar with the situation and already had a working relationship
with the division staffs.
The deteriorating situation in Sicily, particularly the
poor showing of Italian troops,
his power.

brought Mussolini to the end of

With a loss of confidence in the Duce,

the Facist

Grand Council met on 24 July and voted Mussolini out of office.
He was immediately arrested and detained.

King Victor Emmanuel,

forwarned of this possibility, appointed Marshal Pietro Badaglio
to head the new government with the charter to continue the
war openly as a member of the Axis, but to seek a means of peace
48
with the Allies as soon as possible.
As these events on the mainland transpired,
on Sicily grew worse.
XIV Panzer C(rps,

General Hube,

the situation

the commander of the

assumed command of German formations on the

island with Kesselring orchestrating all three services from
the mainland.

Hube concentrated his forces in a defensive

perimeter in the northeast of Sicily where his four divisions
could best utilize the rugged terrain on a line running around
Mount Etna.
It became clear to Kesselring, as it did to OKW,
that the Germans must soon withdraw to the mainland in order
to prevent a loss of significant forces as had happened in
North Africa.

Intending to buy time with good defensive posi-

tions, Kesselring nevertheless ordered Hube to begin preparations for a withdrawal in case the Commando Supremo should
decide to surrender Italy to the Allies with German forces
still

on the island.

50

The withdrawal of the XIV Panzer Corps from Sicily was
planned and executed with meticulous detail.
August,

without waiting for OKW approval,

Begun on 8

Kesselring oversaw

a perfectly coordinated force withdrawal conducted in cooperation

7l

Ii
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with the Lufwaffe, who Provided air cover and supplied a concentrated ring of air defense around the Messina Straits, and
German naval patrol boats preventing Allied penetration from the
sea.

All German units, with equipment, were ferried to the

mainland by 12 August, as well as some Italian personnel and
equipment.

Allied air was ineffective against the air defense

coverage. 51This particular operation is a demonstration of
complicated maneuver in the midst of political controversy and
uncertainty.
The Germans were surprised that they got off so easily
against the supErior Allied air power in this operation. 52
They were not surprised in other aspects of the campaign, however.
Kesselring learned some valuable lessons about the placement of
counterattack forces against an invading force through his
experience in Sicily.

He saw the uselessness of attempting

to place coastal units very close to the beach and expect them
to repel an amphibious assault.

On the other hand, he saw

the wisdom of using quick reacting mobile reserves to meet
the invasion and destroy it before it could develop a foothold.

These reserves, as he saw it, must be placed relatively

close to the possible landing sites in order to move under
the cover of darkness to prevent exposure to air strikes or
naval gunfire. 53The lessons learned in Sicily were later
carefully considered in planning for the inevitable invasion
near Rome.

Background:

The Nature of the Peninsular Defense

Prior to the invasion of Sicily, some high level discussions
were proceeding at dictator level concerning the defense of the
mainland. Hitler became convinced that Italy would eventually
retire from the war and desired to have some options in Italy
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in case that event should come about.

Accordingly he in-

structed Kesselring on 7 May 1943 to offer five divisions to
the Italians to help bolster their defenses.
was to have significant

German

immediate Allied take-over,

forces

in

or at best,

The hidden agenda

place to

prevent

to prevent an Italian

pullout.

Ambrosio,

refused.

Hitler felt that his suspicions were confirmed and

understanding the nature of this offer,

immediately set about to create a force under Rommel,

which

eventually became Army Group B, on the northern border of Italy
which could enter the country at a moment's notice.
it

Apparently,

was also at this time that H$tler began to consider replacing

Kesselring with Rommei as Commander

in Chief,

South,

though
54
this was not manifested until the invasion of Sicily.
Kesselring was not notified of Hitler's intention to create an Army
Group under Rommel,
it.55

though he must certainly have known about

While things heated up in Berlin, Kesselring continued

to negotiate with Ambrosio and managed to get the Commando
Supremo to accept four divisions and the XIV Panzer Corps
Headquarters (these were the forces eventually used in the
defense of Sicily),

then with the fall of Pantelleria,

division on 1 June 1943.

Thus,

Hitler's intent was fulfilled,

without Rommel's forceful intervention,
an aggressive Allied attitude.

one more

However,

by sheer diplomacy and
the seeds for the

coming debate about the nature of the defense of Italy were planted
as Rommel settled into place in the north,
Things did not have much time to cool down in
before the next crisis.
on 25 July.
moves,

Berlin

Mussolini was removed from office

Hitler reacted by ordering a number of military

including kidnapping the King and Badoglio,

landing

airborne troops in Rome and freeing Mussolini from confinement.

Hitler also intended to withdraw troops from Sicily

and Corsica

in order to concentrate them on the mainland and

place them under the control of Rommel.

At-

Kesselring was not
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idle, however.
to fight.

Badoglio

stated that the Italians would continue

Kesselring believed him and persuaded Hitler not

to take immediate action, but to continue the alliance and
at the same time,

to infiltrate forces into Italy instead of

developing open conflict with the Italian Army on the mainland.
ihough Hitler agreed with these proposals,

he still

felt

strongly that the Italians would withdraw and directed the
development of contingencies in case of that eventuality.

One

contingency dealt with the possibility of an Allied landing
on the mainland,

and another with the possibility of an Italian

surrender.
At about this time a debate developed within OKW about
the nature of the defense of the Italian mainland.

The two

positions are deacribed by Manfred Rommel:
My father (Rommel) therefore proposed to give up southern
and central Italy and make a final stand in the Apennine
line south of the Po valley.
This would shorten the
coastal front and enable it to be more thickly held.
Kesselring, on the other hand, was of the opinion that
it
was well within the bounds of possibility
to maintain
resistance south of Rome for quite some time.
56
Pommel's main concern,
mations may be caught

cut off,

too far

particularly if

as was OKW's,

was that German for-

south on the peninsula and be

the Italians gave up.

position was well stated by Vietinghoff,
of the Tenth Army under Kesselring.

Kesselring's

later the commander

He stated that Rommel's

position should be rejected because of:
relinquishing
A considerable loss of politcal p. 'ige,
the very important contribution made oy Italian war industries and agriculture to the Axis potential, surrendering the Po valley, where the Allied Air Force could
assemble in any strength required, but also would have
caused the complete reversal of the German overall situation
57
in the Balkans and France.
Though Kesselring's position seems fairly reasonable,
as does Rommel's,

a significant problem was built into his

basic assumptions concerning the viability of his plan.

He

-------....
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sincerely believed that the Italians would continue to fight.
Hitler did not,

so felt his approach to be more dangerous.

While this debate developed,
12 August.

On 15 August,

Sicily was evacuated on

Rommel was named Supreme Commander,

Northern Italy, thus dividing command responsibilities in Italy
between Kesselring and Rommel.

Kesselring recognized the danger

of a split command and that he did not have the confidence of
Hitler in the matter of how best to defend Italy.
he offered his resignation.
approach,

Hitler,

Consequently,

uncertain about the best

decided to keep both commanders in

place for the

immediate future and refused Kesseiring's request.

However,

Hitler considered Kesselring an Italiophile and had serious
doubts about his reliability to carry out the contingency
plan dealing with a possible Italian capitulation -- code
58
named AXIS.
Additionally, Hitler ordered that the Tenth
Army be established in southern Italy under General Heinrich
von Vietinghoff gennannt Scheel

in order to gather German

formations under one headquarters.

Vietinghoff assumed his

responsibilities on 22 August 1943.
The two contingency plans developed by 0KW dealt with
two situations.

if the Allies invaded southern Italy, Kesselring

was to have Vietinghoff conduct a fighting withdrawal to an
area south of Rome.

If

the Italians capitulated,

Plan AXIS

ordered that Italian formations in Italy be disarmed,
Sardinia and Corsica be evacuated,

that

that the Tenth Army with-

draw up the peninsula to an area south of Rome until the
evacuation was complete,

then withdraw to

Northern Italy.

Neither OKW nor Kesselring foresawboth events happining simultaneously.
By 28 August, Kesselring had decided that the next Allied
attack would be against the Italian mainland,
of the location.

OKW,

but was uncertain

apparently with better intellegence,

predicted the invasion at either Salerno or Naples as early as
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22 August.
On 3 September 1943,

the British Eighth Army made a

diversionary landing in Calabria,
ring,

the "toe" of Italy.

Kessel-

in accordance with the contingency plan for an Allied

invasion,

began to withdraw his formations further north.

fully expected landings elsewhere,
units to be caught too far south.

He

and did not wish for his
That anticipation was not

disappointed as the main Allied landing came at Salerno on
8 September.

Commensurate with the invasion,

the Italian capitulation.

Eisenhower announced

Facing this unplanned situation --

an Allied invasion and the Italian surrender at the same time,
Kesselring and Vietinghoff quickly improvised.
at Salerno to meet the Fifth Army landing,
mented.

Units concentrated

while AXIS was imple-

With the aid of Westphal and General Student,

Kessel-

ring managed to persuade the Commando Supremo to lay down their
arms and declare Rome an
Vietinghoff,

open city on 10 September 1943.

using diplomacy, also managed to effect the same

arrangements in the south.

Kesselring,

in conjunction with

AXIS, was successful in evacuating Sardinia on 8 September
Italian interference.
and Corsica on 12 September with little

59

Assuming that Kesselring's approach to dealing with the Italians
in the south was further indication of his Italiophile tendencies,

OKW severiy criticised him.

Rommel in northern

Italy, was also responsible for implementation of AXIS in his
area,
Forsaking any pretence at negotiation with the Italains,
• . • he (Rommel) ruthlessly took prisoner and transported
to Germany those who would not at once join with the Germans,
and thereby incited an antogonism which was to reverberate
into the future.
Those Italians who were not captured
cached their arms or fled with them into the hills.
60
Those weapons were later used against the Germans during
partisan operations.

Thus,

".

. . there were penalties to be

paid for obeying OKW to the letter.
to Roimnel,

however,

..

"1

the Italian units in

In all fairness
the north were much

Maft
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less willing to cooperate becaurc

of the ongoing attempt to

infiltrate German units in the north, an operation supported
by both Kesselring and Rommel.

Consequently,

the diplomatic

approach would have been much more difficult there.
Vietinghoff managed
and to create a
first few days,

to contain the beachhead at Salerno

somewhat stablized situation.

Wit"-,*n the

Tenth Army had six divisions around Salerno.

Though Kesselring and Vietinghoff knew that their position around
the beachhead was untenable,
the north,

due to a possible envelopment to

they were also aware of the Allied difficulties

within the beachhead,
the situation.

and were prepared to make the most of

After taking a parting shot at the Allies, Kessel-

ring ordered a withdrawal to the north in accordance with a
Fuhrer order issued on 12 September 1943.
a skillful withdrawal to the north,

Vietinghoff began

giving Kesselring time

to prepare a system of defensive positions south of Rome.
Even as the withdrawal from Salerno began,

the debate4

concerning the defense of Italy continued at OKW.

Finally,

a face to face debate was scheduled in the presence of Hitler
on 30 September between Kesselring and Rommel.
decision was not decisive,

The resulting

merely a continuation of two

separate coumands in Italy with Rommel in

the north and Kessel-

ring in the south, each preparing to operate their defenses
without regard to the other.
As the Allies took Naples and closed on the German defensive system south of Rome,
Sometime around 25 October,

Hitler finally came to a decision.

Hitler decided to place the command

in Italy under Rommel and ship Kesselring to Norway.
tween 25 October and 5 November,
sent Rommel to France.

Hitler,

of his staff and by Kesselrings'

Hitler changed his mind and
probably influenced by members
skillful withdrawal and handling

of the Allies in the Barbara and Bernhardt Lines,

the first

two defensive positions in the system south of Rome,

!b
ii

Be-

decided
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to endorse

Kesselring's defensive concept as well as his
62
ability as a cormnander.

Background:

Kesselring the Personality

Decisions made by men are complex operations.

Part of

the complexity are personality factors built into the decisionmaker.
is

Though the view of Kesselring presented in this chapter

less than comprehensive,

some factors are evident.

Others

can be added in an attempt to draw together the man and the
task for consideration in Chapter Four.
Thus far, Albert Kesselring,

the artilleryman turned

aviator, has proven to be a professional officer with significant organizational and administrative talents.

In.planning

and executing both offensive air operations in Poland,
Netherlands,
in Sicily,

Belgium and France,
it

the

and defensive ground operations

is clear that this talent for organizing is

latable into military expertise.

trans-

Identified in World War I as

a man capable of conducting critical defensive operations,

he

was rewarded by appointment to the German General Staff as
a Quartermaster officer in II
War II,

Bavarian Army Corps.

In World

the same talent was rewarded with theoverall command

of German forces in Italy over the more famous Rommel.
ring,

Kessel-

always the optomist, was perhaps deceptive in his chartn.

Although his optomism led him to miscalculate Italian intentions
concerning their capitulation,

he was not perhaps as "easy

going" as some have thought;
Despite his (Kasselring's) well known smile, his amiable
and winning manner and his ability to "get on" with others,
he was every inch a leader and had no intention of becoming
a mere "recording" of the directives of his superiors.
63
Yet,

he did generally get along well with his subordinates.

A particularly cordial and importan,
between Kesselring and Westphal,

relationship developed

a relationship in whicn Westphal

29

had some influence over his chief.
superiors,
Given time,

In dealing with his

Kesselring generally used an indirect approach.
he would attempt to win by allowing his position

to vindicate itself.

This approach worked well in

thp Ulft :affe command structure in 1937,

reorganizing

in ignoring Hitler's

intended cormmand structure for the Mediterranian in

1942,

and in gaining Hitler's confidence for his proposal to defend
Italy south of Rome,
however,

instead of in the north.

did not always work.

This approach,

Mixed with very direct protests,

Kesselring's method failed to win his point over Malta with
Hitler,

Rommel and Mussolini.

Kesselring was recognized for his talent at defensive
b4
operations not only by his fellow German officers
but by
his enemies as well.
ring at Anzio,

General Mark Clark, soon to test Kessel-

said of him:

Field Marshal Albert Kesselring, (was) one of the
ablest officers in the Hitler armies . . . Kesselring was
well qualified, both as a commander and an administrator,
and he conducted the Axis operations in Italy with great
skill for two years, after which he was transferred to the
command of the Western Front in Germany.
I was glad to see
him go.
65
Finally,

in his optomism,

There were exceptions,

Kesselringtrusted people.

of course,

and with those he did not

trust, he could be "determined and obstinant.'' 66
Rommel fits into this catagory.
trusted,

Certainly

To those subordinates that he

he gave great latitude and valued their opinion.

Thjis type of relationship quickly developed between Kesselring
and the Tenth Army commander,
at Salerno and the

Vietinghoff,

through the operations

withdrawal up the peninsula in

late 1943.

The proof of this relationship developed as Vietinghoff,
mentally exhausted,

asked to be relieved of command after weeks

of delaying the Allied advance up the peninsula.

"Kesselring

denmonstrated his acute insight into the effects of tension and a
67
willingness
.. to take remedial action in time."
Later

A

30

in

the year,

Kesselring welcomed Victinghoff back and returned

to him the command of the Tenth Army.
The traits identified in this summary,

in addition to

the background of Kesselring's professional training and
all
experience, and the situation in which he found himself,
combined to influence the complex make-up of the decisionIn November 1943, this man was finally freed
making process.
of political

intrigue,

at least for a while.

Gone were the

problems of boderline coalition warfare and the daily possibilGiven a free hand to command,
ity of Rommel taking his job.
Kesselring was on his own.

H
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CHAPTER THREE
KESSELRING'S DECISIONS AT ANZIO

The purpose of this chapter
of Kesselring's decisions

is

to provide a description

relating to the German defensive

actions at Anzio.

The events will begin with a discussion of

the situation

the end of December

perspective.

at

1943 from the German

The information provided in

this chapter will

serve as the foundation for the analysis of Kesselring's key
decisions

in

Chapter Four.

Situation:

Aszhe Kesseiring-Rommet

31 December 1943

debate continued,

General von

Vietinghoff and his Tenth Army faced the immediate problem
of fighting the Allies as cheaply and as long as possible,
in

order to buy time to prepare defensive

Rome.

The Allied intent,

those positions before
use.

1

on the other hand,

was to reach

the Germans could put them to good

This delay was conducted in

eventual

positions south of

three stages.

With an

total of nine divisions organized under two corps

headquarters,

Vietinghoff's delay began with the withdrawal

from the beachhead at Salerno and continued through 28 September,
which completed stage one.
completed,

By the

time his withdrawal was

Vietinghoff organized a defensive

Italian peninsula with XIV Panzer Cirps in
Panzer Corps

in the east.

By 28

line across the

the west and LXXVI

!ptember 1943,

Vietinghoff's

forces were arrayed along a line from roughly 20 miles south of
Naples on the Tyrrhenian Sea,

through the center of the penin-

sula to about 20 miles northwest of Melfi,

then curving north-

east to about 25 miles southest of Termoli on the Adriatic

35
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coast.

Facing Vietinghoff on the west was the American

Fifth Army under Lieutenant General Mark Clark, with X British
Corps,

II

US Corps and VI US Corps.

On the eastern side was

Montgomery's British Eighth Army with the XIII and V Corps.
Kesselring ordered Vietinghoff to withdraw to a line along the
Volturno River in the west through to Casacalenda-PalataMonenero-Adriatic coast on 28 September.

The line just described

was known to the Germans as position "A."

Phase two of Vieting-

hoff's operation was to delay to this line.
occupied on 8 October,

Position "A" was

the date which initiated

of Vietinghoff's operation.

the final phase

Phase three was the delay from

position "A" to the final German defensive system south of
Rome,

and was completed on 4 November 1943.

the impact of his delay,

Evaluating the

Vieitinghoff comments:

The successful Tenth Army defensive operation at Salerno
and the withdrawal to establish a broad front between
the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas had proved that,
contrary to expectations (of Hitler) German troops were
capable of putting up effective resistance in southern
and central Italy, areas generally favouring defence,
against greatly superior Allied araies.
C-in-C South
(Kesselring) therefore suggested to OKW that the plan
to make a fighting withdrawal to the northern Appennines
should be discarded and that suitable positions further
south should be consolidated and effectively defended.
2
Because of his success,

Kesselring's point was well taken

by Hitler, and on 21 November 1943,
Commander in Chief,

Kesselring was appointed

Southwest and Commander,

Army Group C.

Thus ended the debate between Kesselring and Rommel,

setting

the stage for the stubborn German defense south of Rome and
the eventual Allied amphibious operation at Anzio.
The defensive system toward which Vietinghoff was slowly
moving was chosen with careful consideration.

Originally,

Hitler envisioned the Tenth Army standing south of Rome only
tempora..ily,

then moving on to northern Italy.

Kesselring hoped

to win his point with Hitler and ordered the preparation of a

t1

I
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defensive system south of Rome as early as September 1943.
Vietinghoff placed his engineer,
in charge of the preparations.

Major General Hans Bessel,
At that time Kesselring also

ordered Vietinghoff to prepare his delay time table to insure
that the Tenth Army did not arrive at the defensive positions
earlier than 1 November iai order to allow time to complete the
first major line in the system,
3
as the Bernhardt Line.

the "B" position,

later known

The defensive system initiated by Kesselring and developed
in detail by Bessel was designed so:
• . . local reverses would not effect the entire front.
The system consisted of a belt of positions arranged in
honeycomb order with two main lines meeting in the center
and numerous intermediate flank-group positions.
4
This system consisted of three belts in the west.
was the Barbara Line, which was a rather ill
position located
two lines.

in

The first

defined outpost

front (to the southeast)

of the other

The second was the first main defensive belt, the

Bernhardt Line, which began at the mouth of the Garigliano
River,

ran east to the mountain system of Monte Camino-Monte

La Difensa-Monte Maggiore and Monte Sammucro.

The last and

strongest line was the Gustav Line (also identified as "C"
position) which began at the same point as the Bernhardt Line
at the mouth of the Garigliano on the Tyrrhenian Coast,

and

utilized the natural defenses of the Garigliano and Rapido
Rivers and the heights of Monte Cassino.

The Gustav Line ran

northeast toward the Adriatic Coast across the Matese Mountain
Range and along the general trace of the Sangro River where the
LXXVI Panzer Corps was preparing its defenses.

Kesselring

intended to defend in the first two positions as long as
possible,

but to stop the Allies

on the Gustav Line.5

Successfully holding the Allies beyond the target date
of I November,
4 November.

Vietinghoff reached the Bernhardt Line on

Upon taking their positions in this line,

the units

L
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from southwest to northeast

of the Tenth Army were arrayed
6

as follows:

XIV Panzer Corps (commanded by von Senger)
94th Infantry Division
15th Panzer Grenadier Division
3d Panzer Grenadier Division
Corvin Battle Group, Herman Gcering Panzer Division
LXXVI Panzer Corps (commanded by Herr)
26th Panzer Division
305th Infantry Division
ist
Parachute Division
65th Infantry Division
In

addition to the units of the Tenth Army,

acquired Fourteenth Army in
theater reserve

and a base

line and replacing

by Lieutenant General
marked the serious

northern Italy served as the
for rotating divisions out of the

them with fresh units.

Vietinghoff was temporarily

the newly

relieved in

Joachim Lemelsen.

As noted earlier,

November and December
This period of time

defense of the German defensive system,

ending with the forced occupation of njost of the Gustav Line
by the end of December
at the end of 1943,
outlined:

1943.

Upon reiurning

Vietinghoff

to the Tenth Army

found both armies arrayed as

(also see comparison of

forces on 22 January,

Appendix

B)

XIV Panzer Corps
94th Infantry Division
15th Panzer Grenadier Division
Corvin Battle Group, Herman Goering Panzer Division
44th Infantry Division (being replaced by 71st Infantry
Division)
5th Mountain Division
LXXVI Panzer Corps
305th Infantry Division
334th Infantry Division
26th Panzer Division
Ist Parachute Division
Tenth Army reserves
Herman Goering Panzer Division, less the Corvin Group
90th Panzer Grenadier Division

"-.L:
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The Fourteenth Army had a total of 8½ divisions in northern
Italy.

At the beginning of January, Kesseiring was also attempting

to establish an Army Group reserve in Rome of three divisions.
Facing the Gustav Line, the two Allied armies were arrayed
from southwest to northeast: 8(also see Appendix B for force
array on 22 January 1944)
Fifth Army (commanded by Clark)
X British Corps
5th Armored division
56th Infantry Division
46th Infantry Divi3ion
II US Corps
36th Infantry Division
43d Infantry Division
French Expeditionary Corps
3d Algerian Division
2nd Moroccan Division
VI Corps was being replaced by the French Expeditionary
Corps in preparation for the landing at Anzio
Eighth Army
78th Division
XIII Corps
11th Canadian Brigade
4th Indian Division
V Corps
8th Indian Division
1st Canadian Division

The German commianders faced a number of problems in defending
these positions.

Their troops were not used to preparing de-

fenses or operating in mountainous terrain.

Initially, thereU

were no reserves of any consequence available, so commanders
had to carefully conserve their forces.

Winter equipment was

initially hard to acquire, because it was difficult to convince
the 0KW bureaucracy that it actually got very cold in Italy.
Evacuation of the wounded was difficult over the steep mountain
9
trails.
Most of these problems were eventually dealt with, but
that of reserves. Tenth
the most pressing was the toughest
--

40

Army headquarters

often had to draw upon committed units

to form reserves as the need aro3e in

a threatened

thus endangering other parts of the line.

sector,

Risks continually

had to be taken to prevent an overwhelming Allied breakthrough
in

any portion of the defensive postion.

Kesselring clearly

recognized the danger and sought to deal with it.

The Establishement of German Reserve Forces

Kesselring developed an estimate of the situation at the
beginning of 1944 which indicated the most likely Allied
option was an attack to break through the Gustav Line in
an attempt to reach Rome while landing forces behind German
defensive

positions.

an operation,

Rome was the logical objective

because

important city,

it

for such

would serve to free a politically

sever Vietinghoff's

lines of communications

and make his position along the Gustav Line untenable.
In
"o

November 1943,

became clear that Hitler intended

vest Kesselring with the overall command

iegan s

"ious consideration

Gernz.n positions.
troops in
in

once it

in

Italy,

Kesselring

of the method of defense of the

Fe decided to place

infantry and mountain

forward positions and retain the more mobile units

reserve to counter thrusts and react to amphibious

landings,

though this arrangement at times proved impossible because of
limited resources.
He intended to rotate units in line as
necessary to keep fresh units available, while reconstituting
those coming n"

the line as they doubled as a reserve asset.

Si••..cioas d'.-,ý,ped,

consequently,

reserves being reconstituted

in

which led to designated

the rear,

but having a portion

of their subordinate commands still
engaged due to difficulty
in disengaging
12
Additionally, reserves were not always
of the fightinf
situation in

tH

,ility

or mobility desired.

Italy was recognized

.....

The crilical

reserve

from the lowest unit commander

"---.-.I
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to OKW,

with certain actions taking place at each level.

OKW recognized the
to flank Vietinghoff's

possibility

of the Allies attempting

position with an amphibious

landing,

so

to Kesselring under two con-

they designated units available
tingency plans,
code named

one for a landing on the west coast of Italy
II.
MARDER I and one on the east coast designated MARDER

13

The force allocation was identical for each plan and consisted
of a corps headquarters,

two divisions,

two infantry regiments,

and a number of support units from France,

Germany and the

Balkans.
Kesselring,
reserves,

also realizing the inadequacies of his

developed

five contingency plans using designated

units tied to specific ereas of the coast

in order to meet any

landing attempts as quickly as possible.

One of these plans,

code named RICHARD,

eventually was activated during the Allied

landing at Anzio.

Though Rome was an area of concern for one of

his contingencies,

:zesselring felt

that further actions

should be taken.
Field Marshal Kesselring, in his own persistent manner,
constantly referred to the long established, fundamental
principle that a commander without reserves is unable to
exert any influence over the course of a battle.
14
In

demanding that his commanders

establish an Army Group reserve
reserve where

it

retain reserves,
as well,

he sought to

and to place the

could respond to either an amphibious

near Rome or a breakthrough

in

The I Parachute Corps headquarters was placed in

4th Parachute
January,

landing

the Gustav Line.

to act as a counterattack headquarters.

Rome

Under this corps,

Division was being reorganized,

and in

the

early

elements of the 3d Panzer Grenadier and the 29th Pan~er

Grenadier Divisions were being reorganized
control of the corps as well.

under Case RICHARD,

near Rome under the

Not only were these units

available to the I Parachute Corps in

F

case of a landing,

one or two unspecified

but

infantry divisions,

1]

r
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two or three unspecified panzer grenadier divisions and one
unspecified panzer divison would be prov4 .ded from both the
Tenth and Fourteenth Army.
Case RICHARD,

According to the time table of

the number of additicnal units able to respond

to a landing in the area of Rome was to be from five to eight
divisions within 24 hours,

three of which were immediately avail-

able.

the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division was

15

Later in January,

exchanged for the LXXVI Panzer Corps reserve,

the stronger 90th

Panzer Grenadier Division.
Though the Army Group C reserve situation was certainly
not comfortable, considerable efforts were made to plan for
possible ALlied actions,
of Rome.

particularly a landing in

the area

Kesselring obviously took the threat seriously, as

did OKW and designated forces for various defensive actions to
counter Allied options.
Decision Point:

The Commitment of the Strategic Reserves

The Army Group C estimate of the situation at the beginning of January 1944 read as follows:
After the conclusion of the Winter campaign, which was
carried out by the Allies in the form of individual
operations with often shifting thrust centers, the German
Command had to reckon at the beginnitug of Spring, i.e.
about the middle of February with larger scale unified
operations of the Allies.
On the central front the sector
south of Cassino seemed to be especially exposed because
a drive toward Rome could be carried out by concentrated
armor only by making a thrust into the Liri Valley.
At
the same time the advancing season increased the danger of
a new Allied landing operation, especially as the battles
for the possession of the forefield of the Gustav Line
had demonstrated the difficulties of carrying out frontal
attacks against the German defensive system.
16
The OKW estimate for the same time period is

characterized as

follows:
In laying plans for future actions, it (OKW) had to consider
that the Allied Command would try to achieve the collapse

kI
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of the German defense by shifting the stroitgpoint of the
attack or by landing in the hinterland behind the German
lines.
Based on this estimation of the situation, and on
the knowledge of the Allied objectives,(Rome) the German
High Command realized the necessity to form a center of
resistance in the southern sector of the defensive front and
to reinforce the coastal stretches in the rear area suf17
ficiently.
In
believed
up the

regard to these estimates,

that Allied operations along the Gustav Line to drive
Rome. 18
Liri valley would be tied to a landing around

Some important things fall
it

is

Kesselring additionally

evident

that both Kesselring and OKW felt

develop contingencies
assault.

in

A significant

the event

it

First,

necessary to

of an Allied amphibious

aspect to all of the contigencies was
forces to meet the possible invasion.

the availability of reserve
The other

out of these estimates.

important aspect of these estimates

pointed toward expected Allied actions

is

that both

in the spring,

which

was defined by Army Group C as about the middle of February.

Based on this estimate,

Kesselring developed a timetable

to prepare for anticipated attacks along the Gustav Line and
an invasion along the coast.

for both areas in January,
executed.

Consequently,

when the action came

his plans were not yet completely

The exchange of the 3d Panzer Grenadier for the 90th

Panzer Grenadier,

for example,

was only partially completed

when the Allies began their actions on the Gustav Line.
Early

in

January,

in an effort to gain as much information

as possible concerning Allied intentions,
managed to get a photo reconnaissance
harbor.

Kesselring finally

flight over Naples

Earlier attempts had been thwarted because of poor

weather and Allied air superiority.

The flight revealed that

the Allies had put the harbor back into use and indicated about
19
400,000 tons of shipping were available at the docks.
At
about the same time,
(Abwher)

S

!-

Army Group C received a German Intellegence

report confirming the naval activity in the harbor.

owl,
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In mid-January,

German Intellegence

iuitercepted a radio message

which referred to an "irminant" Allied landing operation.
ULTRA reports indicate a strong preoccupation on the part
of Army Group C in pinpointing possible landing activities.
For example,

the Germans knew that two convoys entered the

Mediterranian early in January which included two aircraft
carriers and troops whose equipment indicated preparation
for landing operations.

The aircraft carriers were evaluated

as follows:
The fresh appearances of aircraft carriers in
Mediterranian

.

. . suggested that

(the)

(the)

Allies intended

to use naval forces in Italy . . . in areas which (has)
inadequate land-based fighter protection.
20
The implication of this analysis is

that German intellegence

expected the aircraft carriers to be used in
operations.

Overlaying this evidence

support of landing

for a forthcoming am-

phibious operation, was the assumption clearly stated in both
0KW and Army Group C's intellegence estimates -beginning in

Lhe middle of February.

Allied operations

After the decision was

made concerning the anticipated dates of the landing, Kesselring
received some disturbing information.

ULTRA traffic from

Kesselring to OKW indicates that on two occasions prior to the
middle of January,

Allied landings might take place id January

instead of February.

I believe that one of those messages

was based on the radio intercept

already mentioned,

while the

other came from a downed Allied pilot:
Wilson (the Allied Cormmander in Chief in the Mediterranian
who took over from Eisenhower on 8 January 1944) was pushing
ahead with intended landing operations on both coasts of
Italy .

.

. with all

available forces

in

the Mediterranian

Expectef date approximately 15 January.
message was 1440Z, 10 January 1944)
21

(Time of

Though this information was available to Kesselring,
plan for the reorganization of defenses in
the mid-February timetable.

his

Italy was already on

The attack came too soon.

[1
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Allied Decision for Anzio

As it

became r.lear to General Eisenhower,

commander in

the Allied

the Mediterranian prior to 8 January 1944,

Germans were going to make a stand south of Rome,

that the

and as he

learned that landing craft would be available to him until
15 December 1943,

he directed General

Alexander,

commander

ot the 15th Army Group, who controlled Allied ground forces
in

Italy,

of Rome.

to prepare for a landing operation in the vicinity

This

The same day,

directive was issued on 8 November 1943.
Alexander ordered Clark's Fifth Army to prepare

for a landing operation at Anzio.

General Eisenhower realized

that no operation could be put together before the loss of the
landing craft on 15 December,

so he also requested an extension

for their use.
Anzio appeared to be the logical choice for an invasion.
Located about thirty-five miles south of Rome,

the beaches and

docks were ideally sulited for suppott of an amphibious landing
A low coastal plain led inland to the Alban hills, controlling
terrain for an advance to Rome from the south.
led inland,

Good roads

and the terrain appeared to support maneuver.

An

advance from the beach to the Alban hills would facilitate an
Allied drive up the Liri valley from the south to take Rome.
The success of the plan depended upon the ability of the
Fifth Army, at the Gustav Line, to make progress in their
drive from the southeast in order to get within supporting
distance of the landing operation.
December,
Barbara,

As November turned to

the Germans utlizied their defensive systems in the
Bernhardt and Gustav Lines to slow and then to stop

the Allied advance.
At the same time,

Anzio seemed to be a doomed operatian.

the Combined Chiefs of Staff were considering

reducing the level of commitment in Italy in

favor of an invasion

I
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of southern France,

a plan pushed by Stalin.

In

December,

the deadline for a decision on the release of the landing

craft in January quickly approached.
on 18 December,
SHINGLE,

Based on these factors,

Clark recommended to Alexander that operation

the code name for Anzio,

be cancelled.

Alexander

agreed.
SHINGLE was revived because of two things.

First, in

support of the preparation for the Allied invasion of western
Europe, command changes were made in order to assemble the
command element for the cross channel invasion force in England.
The most important result of the shift in command structure was
the assumption of responsibility for Allied operations in the
Mediterranian by the British,

while the Americans turned their
22
attention to operations in western Europe.
An example of
the shift was the change fromEisenhower to the British General
Wilson as the Supreme Allied Commander, Mediterranian.
The second was the illness of Prime Minister Churchill.
He became ill

23

when visiting Eisenhower's headquarters in

Tunis in December 1943.
remain in bed in Tunis,

During the time he was forced to
he became concerned about the lack of

movement in the ItalialL theater, and began to push for more
aggressive action to take Rome.

With his new power in

the

Italian theater because of the change of the command structure,
Churchill pressed for an operation to free Rome.

The logical

operation to facilitate that a,-tion was SHINGLE.
At this point,

the two major problems with SHINGLE,

pinpointed by Clark and Alexander --

already

the distance of the opera-

tion from Allied positions further south and the coming loss of the
landing craft,

continued to plague planning as the number of

landing craft available for planning and the date of thier
expected departure changed through the planning process.
Churchill was intent on going ahead with the operation.

Yet,
The

final decisioiu for Anzio was made on 8 January 1944 at Marrakech

r
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by a meeting of the key Allied commanders in
and Mr.

Churchill.

sufficient

the Mediterranian

The Prime Minister succeeded

landing craft to support SHINGLE in

in

obtaining

putting ashore and

sustaining two divisions.
Though the operation would be undertaken while the Fifth
Army remained out of supporting distance to the southeast,

the

purpose of SHINGLE was to speed the Fifth Army advance to
Rome and the Roman airfields while turning the German right
24

flank.

Operations in the Defensive System

At the beginning of January,

Vietinghoff

still

had

forces south of the river line of the Rapido and Garigliano,
in

front of the main defenses of the Gustav Line.

to make the Anzio

In

order

landing and a drive to Rome realistic,

Fifth Army Commander,
German positions still

General

Clark,

the

was faced with reducing the

south of this line and breaking through

the Gustav Line at the entrance

of the Liri valley,

which offered

a natural avenue of approach to both link up with the landing
forces at Anzio and to drive to Rome.

In order to get his

forces into position to penetrate the Gustav defenses, Clark
ordered the British X Corps on the Fifth Army left
flank to take
Credo Hill, south of
the Garigliano, then cross the river
capture the southern approaches to the Liri valley.
The
French Expeditionary

to

Corps had just replaced the VI US Corps,

who would make the landing at Anzio.

The French responsibility

on the Fifth Army right flank was to cross the Rapido and
sieze the northern approaches to the Liri.
to make the main attack in

II

US Corps was

the center down the Liri valley.

After fighting their way to the Rapido along Highway 6,

II

Corps

would cross the Ranido and use the 1st Armor Division to drive
first

to Frosinone,

then to Rome up the Liri valley,

g
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X Corps and the French held the flanks.
This plan was implemented on 3 January as II
to push toward the Rapido.

Corps began

They met determined and skilled

opposition along their route of advance,

as Vietingboff directed

units south of the river to fight phased delaying actions in
order to inflict maximum damage while preserving forces to
conduct the main effort in

the Gustav Line.

At this point, Clark changed his plan somewhat.
He
intended to both breakthrough the Gustav Line, yet desired to
attract Kesselring's reserves from Rome to the area to help
e5

fac:ilitate the landing at Anzio.

The sequence of attack was

changed to a four phase operation.

The French would first

sieze the high ground norLh and northwest of Cassino on 12
January.

On 15 January,

II

Corps was to attack to take the last

high ground south of the Rapido.

Then X Corps would begin crossing

the Garigliano to sieze the high ground controlling the Liri
valley from the south.

Finally,

on 20 January,

II

Corps would

cross the Rapido to establish a bridgehead around Sant'Angelo,
then use their armor to drive up the Liri to link up with the
forces at Anzio.
The operation started on 12 January with the French
advancing four miles by 15 January.

They were stopped,

in front of the main positions of the Gustav Line.
opened their attack on 16 January.

on 17 January,

Corps

Because the Germans had

already withdrawn to the main positions,
riverline in three hours.

II

however,

the Corps faced the

The X Corps began their operation

and achieved tactical surprise in

heavily bombing the German positions.

spite of

The British managed to

cross and establish bridgeheads across the Garigliano,
expand to sieze their assigned objectives.

II

and then

Corps followed

with their attack on 20 January to force a crossing oC the
Rapido and enter the Liri valley.

L............
.. ............. .... .

................
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Commitment of the Reserves
Vietinghoff did not see the French
attack as a major

threat, and the 11 Corps effort was expected.

On 15 January,

the Tenth Army received information that the British X Corps
would attempt to force a crossing of the Garigliano,
defensive positions of the 94th Infantry Division.

into the
The 94th

Division was rather spread out in their positions, thus both
Vietinghoff and the XIV Panzer Corps commander, von Senger,
were concerned about the effects of a major effort to turn
their right flank.

When the British attack began on the night

of 17-18 January,
trouble.

von Senger knew immediately that he was in
As the extent of the British penetrations became

evident,

he realized that the two weak regiments of the 94th

Division would be unable to hold their positions.

He attempted

reinforcement by shifting part of the Corvin Battle Group of
the Herman Goering Division.
developed,

As the battle in the 94th area

15th Panzer Grenadier Division reported concentrations

of forces in their area as well,
paration.

which was the II

Corps pre-

Vietinghoff and von Senger both carefully considered

the possibility that the X Corps attack was the main effort.
Early the morning of 18 January,
haps it

von Senger realized that per-

did not make any difference if

the main effort or not,

the X Corps was making

their advance could threaten the security

of the entire Gustav Line if

they were allowed to penetrate to

take the southern approaches to the Liri valley.

Von Senger

called Kesselring from the 94th Division headquarters,
immediate commitment of the reserve in Rome.
Vietinghoff for his opinion.

Although

requesting

Kesselring called

bypassed in

the request,

Vietinghoff confirmed von Senger's opinion that the British attack
was serious and could not be stopped by the limited Tenth Army
reserves.

I
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Kesselring was faced with a dilemma.

Earlier in January,

his own estimate of Allied intent was that they would probably
attack both along the Gustav Line and make an amphibious landing
in the vicinity of Rome.

He knew that enough shipping was

available in the Naples harbor early in January to conduct a
landing from both a photo reconnaissance and an Abwher report.

ji

He knew that shipping to support a landing was in the Mediterranian, and an Allied POW and a radio
landing taking place soon.

intercept pointed to the

On the other hand,

he felt that a

landing would probably not take place until Clark had broken
through his defenses and driven some distance up the Liri in
order to be within supporting distance of the landing,

so he had

to consider the value of holding the Gustav Line in order to
convince the Allies that such a landing would not be worthwhile.

Further,

a few days before, Acmiral Canaris,

the head

of the German Intellegence Service had responded to a question
about the likelihood of an Allied landing by stating:
At the present time there is not the slightest sign that
a new landing will be undertaken in the immediate future.
The number of ships in Naples harbour may be regarded as
quite normal.
27
Kesselring's chief of staff,
Canaris' saitement.

Westphal,

On 15 January,

tended to agree with

he told Vietinghoff:

I consider a large-scale landing operation as being out
of the question for the next four to six weeks.
28
In addition to considering the likelihood of an Allied
landing near Rome,

Kesselring had to consider the validity of

the claim that the Gustav Line was irrepairably threatened.
In this, Kesselring trusted his commanders,

for he knew very

well the danger of the Allies gaining control of the Liri valley,
especially since the Allied action took place in the middle of
the Army Group C reorganization.
on the Gustav Line,

Kesselring meant to defend

not to withdraw in the immediate future.

this, he had a last piece of information to consider

--

In

Hitler's

51
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directive was to hold ground whenever possible.
Kesselring knew that he had to make a decision quickly.
Finally,

he decided that he could commit the divisions to the

Gustav Line,

and have time to withdraw them to Rome prior to
expected to be timed to exploit the

a landing, which he still
breakthrough,

not to come before itwas complete.

dangerous attack now developing,
a future consideration,
relative

He saw a very

while the expected landing was

and in the final analysis considered the

importance of stopping the immediate attack and dealing

with the invasion if

it

came, hopefully,

after the two reserve

30

divisions were returned to Rome.

At 0900,

18 January,

Kesselring decided to commit the two reserve divisions to defeat
the Allied penetration.

Noc only did he send the 90th and 29th

Panzer Grenadier Divisions, but the I Parachute Corps headquarters as well,

leaving in

reserve only two battalions to

patrol the beaches to the north and south of Rome and the
4th Parachute Division still

being organized.

In order to compensate for the loss of his reserves,
Kesselring ?laced the entire command on alert the next three
nights to counter a possible Allied invasion.

However,

he:

listened to the emphatic warnings of my staff against
tiring the troops by a continuous stand-to and countermanded
the order for the night of 21-22 January

. .

. 31

The Invasion and Reaction
As Kesselring's rear area troops enjoyed their first night
off in three days,

Lieutenant General Lucas'

VI Corps landed

at Anzio early on the morning of 22 January with 40,000 men and
5200 vehicles of the 1st British Division, 3d US Division,
504th and 509th US Parachute Infantry Regiments, 2nd British
Special Service Brigade with two Commando Battalions,
6615th US Ranger Force (Provisional).

i

...

.___...-.

and the

They met hardly any

" -2j--
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resistance as they landed,

pushing inland quickly to achieve

their initial objectives.

An hour after the first landing,

Kesselring had the report.

Three hours later, at 0600,

he felt that he had sufficient information to react.
ring quickly implemented case RICHARD,
the situation.

Kessel-

and notified OKW of

The message read:

"asumably one Allied division had landed from 95 landing
.taft

at Nettuno

.
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ALthough he felt that his actions may not have been quick
enough to prevent a deep Allied penetration from the beachhead
to threaten the TenthArmy's lines of communications and the city
of Rome,

he cooly ignored Vietinghoff's request to withdraw

and directed the Tenth Army to continue to defend while Army
Group C concentrated forces around the beachhead area. 33
Inicially,

lacking a headquarters to c~ontrol operations at the

beachhead,

Kesselring placed General Schlemm,

the commander of

of outlying areas around Rome (not the Commandant of Rome,
is

as

generally reported)34 in charge of operations at the beachhead

until a headquarters could be put in control.
was to be the I Parachute Corps,

That headquarters

who along with 29th Panzer

Grenadier Division, was ordered back to Rome, as well as all
available combat forces.
Responding units included elements
of the 3d Panzer Grenadier Division from LXXVI Panzer Corps area
and elements of the 71st Division and 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division, elements of the Herman Goering Panzer Division,
Ist Parachute Division,
artillery,

26th Panzer Division as well as various

tank and anti-tank battalions.

The Fourteenth

Army provided the required units listed under Case RICHAR,
OKW responded with units tasked under MARDER I.
and MARDER I were executed as if

and

Case RICHARD

they had been practiced many

times:
Units concentrated without a hitch
prepratory work.
It even included
signs and clepring mountain passes
coming in a-rived.
Refuelling was
interrup..ng the tempo of movement.

because of excellent
placement of direction
of ice before units
conducted in route without
35
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When placing General Schlemmer (not
General Szhlemm)

to be confused with

and his I Parachute Corps headquarters in charge

of the operation, Kesseiring told him to push battalions
into the line as quickly as possible irrespective of the type
of unit.

Unbelievably,

the Allies did not pursue the opportunity

to cut the Tenth Army's lines of communications or to move
toward Rome,

but seemed content to build up the beachhead

from behind a defensive screen.

By afternoon on 22 January,

Kesselring felt confident that disaster had been avoided,

and

that he could concentrate enough forces to take decisive action.
Yet,

his containment line was rather unique.

Kesselring,

it

was a

".

•

.

higgedly-piggly

According to
jumble --

units

of numerous divisions fighting confusedly side by side.

36
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By afternoon of the 23d, an Allied drive to cut the Tenth Army
off from Rome would be impossible.
cording to his biographer,
37
salvation indeed."'

The danger was over.

Ac-

"Experience and luck had been his

Events Leading to the Counterattack
By 24 January,

Kesselring realized that the I Parachute

Corps would be unable to c .atrol all of the formations beginning
to pour into the area around the beachhead,
General Eberhard von Mackensen,
Army in northernltaly,
control of the battle.
Kesselring was cool,

so he ordered Colonel

commander of the Fourteenth

to bring his headquarters

south to take

The relationship between Mackensen and

marked by disagreements and a certain

amount of distrust manifested in post-war accounts by !Iacken38
sen.
Upon his arrival in the area, Mackensen found najor
elements represented under three division headquarters.

The

Herman Goering Division controlled units in the eastern

area

of the perimeter known as Cisterna (see Appendix C).

The 3d

Panzer Grenadier Division defended in the center of the line and
the 65th Division occupied positions along the Moletta River in

.I
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the west.
Kesselring realized that the pressure on the Tenth Army
forced him to counterattack quickly,

so he instructed Macksensen

to prepare for offensive operations to destroy the forces in
the beachhead as soon as possible,

so forces could be released

~39 Mackensen accordingly began to
to return to the Tenth Army.
prepare for an attack Along the Albano-Anzio road leading into
the beachhead frQn,
for I Februar',,

th,! -'urth.

This attack, originally scheduled

was mo-ad to 2 February because of concern about

another possibie Allied landing at Civitavecchia,

north of Rome.

The plan was prepared for signal to OKW on 28 January,
sent until 3 February.

but not

In the race to prepare for the first

major offensive action on both sides, however,
From inside the beachhead area,

Lucas beat Mackensen.

Lucas saw hi, mission as

to first establish the beachhead firmly and develop an effective
logistical base for future operations.

Next,

he was to expand

the beachhead in order to reach out to the Alban hills to help
open the way to Rome.
landing,

Lucas hesitated to expand quickly upon

allowing Kesselring's quick reaction to the Allied

incursion to reduce the possibility of a catastrophe through
the passage of time.

Lucas did not press the attack because

he was concerned about the safety of the VI Corps,
had an inherent mistrust for the operation,
felt

his orders f~r=General

because he

and because he

Clark allowed him the latitude to

take his time.
41Through ULTRA, Clark knew that no German reserves
were available.
Lucas was not aware of the information and
had no apparent idea about the absence of Kesselring's strategic
reserves.

Later,

the clarity of Alexander's mission statement

to Lucas via Clark was to be questioned -the rapidity of Lucas'
priority of tasks.
Lucas'

a question concerning

advance from the initial beachhead and his

42

eventual decision to attack upset the timing of

Mackensen's plans.

Lucas intended to send the ist British
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Division toward Albano,
in exploitation,

followed by the Ist US Armor Division

to open the way for the Fifth Army to drive up

the Liri valley and to make Vietinghoff's position untenable.
An intermediate objective for the British would be a part of the
Rome-Cisterna railway,
US Division,

to be captured on 29 January.

The 3d

509th Parachute Infantry and the Rangers were

to take Cisterna in order to cut Highway 7 and be prepared to
attack to sieze Valmontone on order.

The Ist British Division

successfully captured Campoleoneduring the offensive which began
the night of 29-30 January, but the Ist US Armor Division
found the terrain impossible to support their attempts to
exploit the British gain.
the Rangers,

On the other side of the beachhead,

attacking early on 30 January,

were destroyed by

the Herman Goering Division and elements of the 715th Division
which had arrived that day.
on 1 February,
it

Lucas'

attack ground to a halt

Mackensen's original attack date.

Ironically,

i

was on this day that General Clark, meeting with General

Alexander in

the aftermath of the VI Corps defeat,

a landing at Civitavecchia
further north.

proposed

in order to cut Kesselring's forces

Alexander felt the proposal too risky

discarded the idea.

The result of this commanders'

and

conference

was to order Lucas to establish defensive positions.
From Mackensen's perspective,
but not without cost.

the Allied attack was halted,

Preparing for an attack, Mackenoen

and Kesselring had to quickly juggle forces both around the
beachhead and within Army Group C to stem the tide of Lucas'
effort,

actions at which they were successful except for the

deep British salient into the German lines at Campoleone,
This area was to be the staging site for Mackensen's attack on
2 February,

but would now have to be retaken if

were to be used.

that approach

II
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Planning for the Counterattack

Kesselring was now denied the opportunity to make a
quick attack against the beachhead,

thus he and Mackensen were

forced to reevaluate their plan for reducing the beachhead.
Kesselring and Mackensen discussed three courses of action.
The first was to drive down the coast from the north, unhinging
the Allied left flank and breaking into Lucas'
his lines of communications.

rear area to cut

According to Kesselring, he

felt that the northern approach would be too vulnerable to Allied
naval gunfire.

He was perhaps influenced by the rough handling

his counterattack forces had experienced at the hands of naval
gunfire on Sicily.

The second approach would be to attempt

the same maneuver from the southern flank.

Here,

both commanders

agreed that the area was too marshy and broken to support a
major attack.
The third course was to drive directly into
Anzio along the Albano-Anzio road.
This was the shortest route
into the beachhead, and a successful attack here would quickly
cave in the VI Corps positions,

yet an attack here was also

against the strongest Allied positions,

and required that the

British salient out to Campoleone had to be reduced in order
to control the road from the north.

Given these drawbacks,

Kesselring and Mackensen felt that the third course of action
was

the best.

Both commanders disagreed,

timing of the attack.

however,

on the

Kesselring felt strongly that:

necessity for the Fourteenth Army to make a decisive
attack against the bridgehead before the total forces then
available were weakened by the possible transfer of units
to the Tenth Army Front.
At that time the materials at
the disposal of the German Command in Italy were very limited
and it was therefore obliged to conduct a "poor man's war."
44
Additionally,

Kesselring felt that an effective German attack

coupled with the psychological strain of being left exposed
in

the beachhead would serve to defeat the Allies.

He also felt

that he would have to free forces as quickly as possible in case

13
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of a landing at Civitavecchia.

Of course,

freeing forces to

return to the Tenth Army was also important.
In contrast,

Mackensen felt strongly that the Fourteenth

Army should be entirely prepared for the attack.

His reasoning

was that the counterattack must be properly done the first time,
for the German command did not have enough strength for a second
46
try.
Although Kesselring does not mention this difference of
opinion in any of his post-war writings,
chief of statf does.

Further,

Rauser,

Mackensen's

apparently the disagreement

between the two generals was so great that Mackensen offered his
resignation,

not once,

but twice at the beginning of February,
counterattack plan was under discussion.
the
the time during which

Mackensen had little

faith in the outcome of the plan, in direct

contrast to Kesselring's very optomistic opinion of the Fourteenth
Army's prospects.
who had little

Ironically,

Mackensen faced a commander,

Lucas,

faith in the plan which he was called to fulfill.

Kesselring refused to allow Mackensen to resign and apparently
gave way to his insistence that the counterattack be a carefully prepared operation.

As he

did at Salerno,

Kesselring

allowed the local commander the latitude to develop the operation.
The plan which took shape under Mackensen and Hauser was
essentially the same as the plan developed for the quick
counterattack in late January.

It

consisted of three phases.

Phase one was to sieze terrain to prepare
Primarily,

for the main attack.

Mackensen wanted to eliminate the British salient

extending into the German lines and sieze Aprillia, an area
known as the "factory" to ,ise as a Jumping off point for the
main attack.

The second phase would be to drive the main

attack down the Albano-Anzio road to the sea, piercing the Allied
main defeiisive line.

The last

phase was an attack across the

Mussolini Canal to eliminate the last Allied
sistance. 48

pockets of re-
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Mackensen began limited attacks on the night of 3-4
February to eliminate the British salient.

Although the German

attack was stopped, Lucas decided that the British 1st Division
position, extending well into the German lines, was untenable
and ordered their withdrawal.

On 4 February, Kesselring ordered

the LXXVI Panzer Corps headquarters to move from the Tenth Army
to take control of units in the center and eastern sector of
the bridgehead.

Until this action took place, the Fourteenth

Army controlled only I Parachute Corps, which was attempting
to control the entire front.

The LXXVI Panzer Corps took control

of their area at 1200, 4 February 1944. 49
Hitler's Restrictions on the Counterattack

Hitler was intensely interested in the success of a
German counterattack at Anzio, and required that the plan be
approved by him.

Hitler needed a victory badly, especially

after the reverses on the eastern front.

Further, he wasL

convinced that a defeat at Anzio would cause the Allies
to delay or postpone an invasion of western Europe. 50Consequently, Nackensen reported to Hitler at his headquarters
in East Prussia on 5 February to present the Fourteenth Army
plan for approval.

Hitler agreed with the direccion of attack,

but stipulated three restrictions for the conduct of the
attack.

He required that the sector of advance be reduced in

width in order to mass the combat forces.

This requirement

came directly from his first world war experience, along with
the second requirement, which was the use of a rolling barrage to lead the attack.

The last requirement, the use of

the Infantry Lehr Regiment, a demonstration unit used to show
how to conduct infantry attacks to new soldiers but was untested
in combat, was based on Hitler's opinion of the quality of the
unit.

1
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Mackensen and Kesselring had to face these restrictions
and decide what to do about them.

The requirement to use a

rolling artillery barrage self-destructed due to a lack of
ammunition.

Neither Kesselring or Mackensen objected to the

use of the Infantry Lehr Regiment to lead the attack, apparently
accepting OKW's evaluation of their effectiveness at face value.
Kesselring did oppose the imposition of a narrow front attack
of only six kilometers and stated that opposition to OKW.
his writings,

Kesselring does not identify the reason

this opposition nor the arguement used.

In

for

Mackensen provides a

clue to the Fourteenth Army and Army Group C's objections,
however.

Apparently,

the German cormnanders in

Italy were

concerned that the troops would be massed in too small an area
thus providing a lucrative target for Allied artillery and air,
both of which were vastly superior to German assets.

Additionally,

Mackensen was concerned that an attack on a narrow front would
fail to force Lucas to commit his reserves.
He was concerned
success.51
unexpected
an
exploit
to
about a lack of flexibility
Kesselring's objections were not considered by Hitler, and the
52

restrictions stood as dictated.
The Counterattack

On the same day that Mackensen met with Hitler, the
Herman Goering Panzer Division and the 26th Panzer Division
attacked to straighten the line in the Cisterna area and gain
advantageous terrain for the coming major offensive.
The last
limited objective attack was conducted, beginning 8 February
and ending on 10 February by the 65th Division in order to
sieze Aprillia and Carrecoto.

With the success of this action,

the stage was set to drive the Allies into the sea.
The initial attack order was issued on 9 February,
that the date for the counterattack would be 16 February.

stating
The

ý

-F
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LXXVI Panzer Corps was to make the main effort with the 3d
Panzer Grenadier Division, Infantry Li.hr (741 Infantry
Regiment),

114th Rifle Division and 715th Infantry Division in

the first wave.

The second wave included the 29th Panzer

Grenadier Division and the 26th Panzer Division.
The task of the first wave was to break through the
enemy front with a drive to the south. The second
wave was then to go through the gap the first wave had
created in the enemy defences and under comm~iand of Army
H.Q., make a deep thrust to Anzio where it would proceed
to rollup the enemy on both sides. All sectors of the
front not taking part in the attack were to be weakened
as far as was possible. In order to mislead the enemy,
continual assaults were to be made along the entire front,
particularly in sectors held by 4th Paratroops Division
and the "Herman Goering" Panzer Division. 53
The Fourteenth Army attack began at 0630 on 16 February.
The Herman Goering Panzer Division and the 4th Parachute Division conducted feint attacks, in order to obscure the main
effort.

The VI Corps units were not deceived, however, for

they were aware of the German preparations and possible area
of main effort.

The main attack fell on units of the 45th US

Division along the Albano-Anzio road, making early gains.

The

Germans, however, were stopped by the commitment of the local
reserves and the effective Allied artillery fire.

Depending

on artillery and tanks, the Germans were almost immediately
stripped of the effectiveness of the latter due to a thaw
which turned the ground into a quagmire and restricted the tanks
to roads.

Artillery. expenditure averages indicated that the

VI Corps fired about 25,000 rounds per day as opposed to 1500
rounds per day which the Fourteenth Army fired.

In addition

to the vast differences of available ammunition, a problem
developed in the expenditure of the allocation during the main
attack, a problem first aggravated, then rectified by Kesselring.
Upon arriving in the beachhead area, Mackensen had directed
that all artillery be controlled directly by Army neadquarters.
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This order insured effectivw> control of the limited artillery
assets,

as well as creating order out of chaos resulting

from the first critical days of the German concentration.
Termed "Feuerleit-Batterie,'
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the concept of centralized
directing artillery fire.

control proved very effective in
For the main attack,
allocation.

Fourteenth Army had on hand ten days

An olre artilleryman,

Kesselring became concerned

on the 16th during a visit to the battlefield about the
seemingly low rate of fire.

After pushing General Jahn, the

artillery commander for an explanation,

Kesselring was given

erroneous information about ammunition consumption rates.
Ammunition expenditure reports the next day revealed that only
40% of one day's allocation had been expended,

due first to

a failure to move the ammunition from the supply dumps and
second,

to a conservation order issued by General Jahn after

Kesselring's visit.
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17 February. 5 5

The situation was rectified belatedly on

Leading the attack, the Infantry Lehr (741st Infantry)
Regiment quickly lost cohesion,

broke down under fire and ran,

an action which did not exactly lift
the attack did make some advances,
his reserve division.

German morale.

Though

Lucas was not forced to commit

The commitment of the VI Corps reserves

was one of Mackensen's objectives the first day.

When it

became

clear to Mackensen and Kesselring that their attack would
fail to drive through the 45th Division defenses and cause Lucas
to commit his reserves,

the ist Armor Division,

Kesselring strongly

suggested that Mackensen commit the second wave to drive
56
through the enemy positions.
Mackensen declined and began
to plan for the next day's activities.

Forced into a narrow

sector by design, denied tank support and effective artillery
fire,

facing significant enemy artillery and naval gunfire and

air attacks,

Mackensen's attack ground to a halt.

The Fourteenth Army still

retained a considerable punch.
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Part of the first wave units remained uncommitted and the second
wave had not joined the battle yet.

In order to prevent

the Allies rest and time to prepare defenses,

Mackensen ordered

pressure which won some

constant pressure throughout the night,

One battalion of the 715th Infantry Division

positive results.

managed to create a gap in the 157th Regiment of the 45th
Infantry Division.
the gap,
wide,

The next morning,

the main attack exploited

driving about 1i kilometers deep and 3 kilometers

nearly to the final beachhead line of the VI Corps,

by the end of the day,

but

the drive had again been stopped by

thinly stretched infantry:
Tb defenders refused to break.
The line was dangerously
stretched and the defenses were close to disintegration, but
and
a great expenditure of artillery, tank, tank destroyer,
At the end
mortar ammunition helped the infantry to hold.
of the day, General Lucas' final beachhead line was still
unbroken.
57
As of yet,
exploitation,

Mackensen's second wave forces,

were still

being held for

Accordingly, he prepared

uncommitted.

for a third day of battle by using the exhausted first wave
units to continue to attack through the night,

and attempt a

penetration with the 29th Panzer Grenadier and the 26th Panzer
Division at 0400 the next morning.
these two units were also

Making initial penetrations,

fought to a standstill, on 18 February by the 179th Infantry
Regiment at the final beachhead line.
By the evertng of 18 February,

Mackensen and Kesselring

were forced to conclude that further efforts wer;, fruitless.
The attack was called off,
on 19 February.
and soon,

though small attacks continued

VI Corps counterattacks

increased in intensity

the Ger.nan salient became a "deathtrap for his own

(Mackensen's)

tanks and infantry."
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Though another major attack to reduce the beachhead was
ordered by Hitler and executed later in

the month,

Kesselring

and Westphal were convinced that the decisive mo..,ent of success
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had been lost.

In reviewing the reasons for the failure

of the 16 February counterattack, Hauser pointed out these
reasons:

The attack force was concentrated in a small area,

as ordered by Hitler, without the corresponding support
required for the attack, and making German forces a lucrative
target for Allied air and artillery.

Secondly, the German armor

could not deploy off roads due to the condition of the fields.
Thirdly, high German losses under Allied artillery seriously
affected morale.

One example was the reaction of the Infantry

Lehr when they first came under artillery fire.
found that enemy resistance was very tough.

Finally, Germans
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Conclusion

Kesselring failed in his counterattack attempt at Anzio,
but the effort

helped to create a strategic stalemate which

was actually a victory for the Germans.

From February to May,

Kesselring managed to contain the Allies on both the Gustav Line
and at the Anzio beachhead.

Kesselring had predicted to Hitler,

during the earlier debate with Rormmel, that he could hold the
Allies south of Rome through the winter.
held the Allies well into the spring.

His efforts effectively

Critical decisions made

in January and February in relation to the Allied landing
helped to create the successful containment in both areas,

decisions which will be evaluated in the next chapter.I
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS OF KESSELRING'S DECISIONS AT ANZIO

The purpose of this chapter
Albert Kesselring's
Specifically,

I

key decisions

is

to evaluate Field Marshal

in

the battle of Anzio.

intend to review his decision to commit the

Army Group C reserves to the Gustav Line on 18 January 1944
and the development

and execution of the 16 February counter-

attack plan against

the Anzio beachhead.

The reason for

evaluating his commitment of the reserve units to the Gustav
Line is

that he has been greatly criticised for that action,

by both friend and enemy.

This evaluation will attempt to

bring together the information available
tactical and operational situation,

to him,

review the

and attempt to under-

stand that decision from Kesselring's perspective at that time
and place.

This evaluation is

not presented with the intent

of supportint' or denying any criticism of Kesselring's actions.
The second decision under evaluation,
and execution of the counterattack

plan,

the development

will not only attempt

to discuss the reasons for the plan's failure,
at Kesselring's role in

its

but to look

development and execution to gain

a better perspective of his approach to important tactical
actions in

the defense of Italy.

This action will not be

compared to other tactical situations, but will be discussed
only in

its

own context.

It

is

generalize Kesselring's actions
in

Italy,

impossible,

therefore,

to

from Anzio to other actions

but this evaluation can be used as a basis for future

comparisons.
The method used in
research

this chapter is

to pose a series of

questions for each of the decisions.

will be presented at

The questions

the beginning of each section,

then an-

wered one at a time with a general discussion of the answer.
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Information used to answer questions will be

'riwn fron the

parallel narrative discussion in Chapter Three.

A summary of

each major area will then follow the specific answers with a
view toward answering the original research questions posed
in Chapter One.

Commitment of the Army Group Reserves

In order to develop the discussion of Kesselring's commitment of Army Group C reserves to the Gustav Line on 18
January 1944, the following research questions will be used:
1. What information did Kesselring have concerning
a possible amphibious operation between Rome and the Gustav
Line?2.

Why did the Army Group
estimate of the situation

at the beginning of January predict the expected landing would
occur in the middle of February?
3.

Why did Kesselring commit the reserves to the

Gustav Line?
4.

Was the commnitment of the reserves logical,

based

on the information available to Kesselring?

Information Available to Kesselring
"What

information did Kesselring have concerning a pos-

sible Allied amphibious operation between Rome and the Gustav
Line?"
Two sets of data can be used to answer this question.
The first, and most obvious,

is

the information that Army

Group C had at hand concerning the Allied capability to conduct
an amphibious assault.

The second is more circumstantial and

can be deduced from Kesselring's actions to prepare for the
possibility for an invasion.

" -
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viewing

In

set of information,

the first

the factual

data which Kesselring accumulated concerning the possibility
of an invasion,

the following things are evident:

Kesselring had no information concerning Clark's intentions,

but drew his conclusions concerning the likelihood

of an amphibious assault

in

the area of Rome from other

sources.
Any indications of a possible landing must take into
consideration the Allied shipping capability in
harbor.

The harbor,

the Naples

available for use by early January,

would be the logical port from which to stage a landing
operation on the western coast of Italy.

Kesselring knew

that about 400,000 tons of 3hipping were available in the harbor
2
through air
reconnaisance.
He also was aware that the harbor was fully operational and capable of supporting
of a major

landing operation, which was confirmed by German

intellegence.

Additionally,

through air

Kesselring knew that sufficient
in

the staging

reconnaisance,

landing craft were available

the Mediterranian to support a large scale landing.

infoxmation concerning

the feasability

The

of using Naples harbor

weighed heavily upon the minds of Kesselring and Westphal as
they considered the likelihood of an Allied attack.
cern is

evident both in

movement of
and in

This con-

the constant attempt to detect the

landing craft,

as demonstrated

in ULTRA documents,

their questioning of Admiral Canaris concerning the

situation during his visit

to Kesselring's headquarters.

Two other items of information required consideration
well.

An intercepted

radio message transmitted in

mid-January

discussed the imminence of an Allied landing operation.
man intellegence linked
across

in

January,

Ger-

this message with the British attack

the Garigliano on the night of 17-18 January,

sequently,

as

the message was filed and forgotten.
a downed Allied pilot who found I

con-

Earlier
alf in

German

I

,1
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indicated that a landing operation would take place on
3
No German
both sides of the peninsula on about 15 January.
hands,

officers or written material now availible discuss this pilot,
so the credibility of his story in German eyes is

difficult

We have the information only from ULTRA docu-

to evaluate.
ments.

As stated earlier,
not "factual,"

the second set of information is

but circumstantial,

Kesselring knew about an invasion,

in

that it

views not what

but what he felt and did

about the possibility.
The first and most obvious evidence of his concern about
the possibility of an amphibious operation was the establishment of reserves at Rome.
these reserves,

To support the availability of

and to prepare for a landing anywhere on tae

coast of Italy, Kesselring developed five contingency plans to
meet the most likely Allied amphibious moves.

These actions

indicate the seriousness with which Kesselring dealt with the
possibility of an amphibious landing, particularly in the area
of Rome.

He realized the mailitary and political importance

of the city, and once he had Hitler's approval for his defensive
concept,

was committed to maintaining a defensive line south

of Rome as long as possible.

An Allied landing to assist

taking the city would of course destroy Kesselring's intentions
concerning holding the Gustav Line, and would have to be dealt
with as quickly and as effectively as possible

--

hence he

established the strongest possible reserve force which he
could afford around Rome.
German intellegence estimates,

both the German High Com-

mands's and Army Group C's, pointed to the possibility of an
Allied landing.

Both estimates, however,

at a later time than it

actually came.

predicted the landing

Kesselring,

basing his

defensive reorganization plan to deal with a strong Allied
offensive along the Gustav Line in conjunction with an amphibious
operation,

was caught in the middle of that reorganization,
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because he based his timetables on the accuracy of the estimates.

Kesselring's personal estimate was that the landing

and the offensive along the Gustav Line would most likely
come at the same time, 4and that Clark would probably not
initiate a landing until the offensive was successful in order
to get his forces within supporting distance of the beachhead.
ULTRA reports indicate a German preoccupation with the
movement of Allied landing craft.

The flavor of Kesselring's

reports to 0KW, which were intercepted in early and midJanuary 1944, is one of urgency and constant vigilance of both
the movement and location of landing craft, and of attempting
to find evidence of Allied capability to support a major
landing, not only in Italy, but in Greece as well.

These

reports, coupled with the information passed to 0KW concerning
the radio intercept and the downed Allied pilot, must certainly
have caused some anxiety to those Allied leaders who were reading
Kesselring's mail.. He had-ample warning that a landing was
inevitable.

Prediction of the Landing in Mid-February

"Why did the Army Group estimate of the situation at
the beginning of January predict the expected landing would

occur in the middle of February?"
The significance of this question is that Kesselring
planned a reorganization of the defensive structure in Italy
based upon this prediction.

Several units were scheduled for

movement from one part of the theater to another in order to
insure the best possible deployment along the Gustav Line and
to retain a respectable Army Group reserve in Rome.

That plan

was only partially implemented when the first Allied attack
along the Gustav Line took place on 12 January.
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After a significant amount of research,

I have yet to

find data which concretely supports Army Group C's estimate.
The documents

located in

the bibliography of this paper fail

to provide specific information.

The only shread of evidence

which may relate to this estimate comes from the visit
Admiral Canaris

to Kesselring's headquarters.

of

When asked by

Kesselring and Westphal about the likelihood of an Allied
landing,
harbor,

in

light of the amount of shipping in

Canclis replied that the level of shipping in the harbor

was normal.

This answer,

intellegence

estimate,

It

is

the Naples

possible,

however,

came much later than the

so was not a factor in

though,

preparation.

that he may have had some

the preparation of the OKW estimate,

input into

which was published about

the same time as Army Group C's estimate
early January),

its

(late

December or

thus influencing the prediction of the time

of an Allied invasion indirectly.
Certainly not a factor in the estimate was any knowledge
of Allied plans.
Kesselring, unaware of Allied problems with
retaining

the landing craft for the Anzio operation,

!

would

certainly have reflected an earlier landing date at the outset if

he knew of the problem.
In

the final analysis,

expected Allied operations

V

the reason for a prediction of

in mid-February may have been based

upon weather and tidal factors.

The weather situation from

the 3d Infantry Division Operations Order for Anzio reads

fl

as follows:
January in the Rome south area is an unfavorable period
for combined military operations.
It is the mid-winter
month.
Temperature is lowest; cloudiness considerable;

i'

moisture content high; precipitation moderate; snow
a possibility; and wind movement the greatest for the
year.
Following three exceedingly wet months, rivers
and marshes reach their highest flood stage.
January
more than any other month requires extra shelter, fuel.
and clothing for the effecient operation of troops.
5
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Such information, known only too well by the Germans,
would seem to rule out any attempt at an amphibious landing
along the Italian coast in January.

Commitment of the Reserves
"Why did Kesselring commit his reserves to the Gustav
Line?"
To truly answer this question, it

is

necessary to tap

into Kesselring's thinking process at that moment in time.
It

is

certainly impossible to do so now,

or perhaps for Kes-

selring to even recount the process later.

Evidence is

avail-

able, however, concerning the factors which he considered at
the time in making his decision,

In his memoirs, Kesselring

refelcts on three specific considerations --

the danger of

a breakthrough by the X British Corps through the 94th Infantry Division area, the weakness of the Tenth Army reserves,
and the words of Admiral Canaris who devalued the possibility
of a landing by the Allies at that time.

6

Other factors which Kesselring considered were the
opinions of von Senger aud Vietinghoff,
commitment of the reserves.
the opinion of Canaris,
Canaris'

who requested the

As already indicated,

he considered

and apparently Westphal agreed with

evaluation, and probably added his opinion about the

probability of an invasion to the factors which Kesselring
considered.
Kesselring, personally,

concluded that Clark would not

commit to a landing until his main attack had moved within
supporting distance of the beachhead.

A containment of the

Fifth Army action along the Gustav Line would,
logic, preclude an invasion.

based on that

Added to this consideration must

certainly have been Kesselring in his normal state of optomism
about the capabilities of his forces and the ability of the

if
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8
enemy to do what was predictable.8
have to commit

decision.
memoirs,

felt

that he would only

the divisions to the Gustav Line,

able to move them back to Rome in
Three

He

time to meet any invasion.

levels of consideration
The

first

is

considerations

are evident in Kesselring's

the factual

level he mentions in

commanders a

that oL personal

' h4e chief of staff.

his personal considerations.
what

In

In

inputs from two of his
The final level

is

that of

and with information from

acted upon those opinions.

the final analysis,

veloping.

from Canaris.

He had his own opinions about

che Allies were likely to do,

other sources,

his

concerning an Allied breakthrough,

lack of reserves in Tenth Army and intellegence
The second level is

and wou'.d be

Kesselrtng saw a real attack de-

the few hours it

took for him to make the

decision about the commitment of the I Parachute Corps,
he most certainly must have weighed the reality of an attack
forcing the right flank of the entire line against the possibility
and

of a landing.

the Gustav Line

If

compromised,

landing would bt academic
tenable.

the reserves were not committed

in

On the other hand,

considerations

about

a

that the Line would no longer be
a defeat on the Gustav Line

might preclude a landing entirely.

Mixing these thoughts

with Westphal's support of Vietinghoff and von Senger,

Kes-

selring decided to commit the I Parachute Corps headquarters
with the two divisions to the Gustav Line on the morning of
18 January

1944.

The Logic of Commitment

"Was

the commitment of the reserves

logical,

based on

the information available to Kesselring?"
As stated in

the last section,

Kesselring was faced with

the very real possibility of seeing the Gustav Line outflanked,
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thus forcing him to withdraw to the north of Rome much earlier
9

than intended.

Following the war,

Kesselring was greatly

criticised for conmnittinghis reserves.

Among those voicing

criticism on the German side were Mackensen,
not think an attack likely),

Westphal (who did

von Senger (who asked for the

and Vietinghoff (who agreed with von

reserves to be committed)

Senger's assessment and backed his request for reserves).
Kesselring himself is
wistfulness

is

silent on the issue,

but a note of

evident as he discusses how he was

too much on a report of Admiral Canaris.
In retrospect,

it

is

".

.

.

relying

10,,iO

clear that the attack by the

British X Corps was considered a serious threat to the German positions.

Kesselring understood the implications of

British possession of the high ground on the southern entrance
to the Liri valley,

and envisioned the II

break into the valley,

Corps attempt to

thus felt that the immediate threat

was much more dangerous than the possibility of a landing.
When the reserves were committed,
sion on 18 January,

following Kesselring's deci-

they accomplished their mission,

tlhe Fit.th

Army offensive along the Gustav Line was halted largely due
to the addition of these two divisions.
what might have happened

if

One can project

they had not been committed.

The

British could have siezed the southern entrance to the Liri
valley.

Perhaps II

Corps would have broken through the de-

fenses in front of the Liri valley with this British assistance,
driving toward Rome and destroying the cohesiveness
Gustav Line.

In this case,

could counter a landing,
been taken.

Even if

the reserves sitting in Rome

but the Allied objectives would have

the II Corps were not successful

breaking into the Li-i valley,
flanked,

of the

in

the Gustav Line would have been

allowing the Allies to move units through the gaps

between the right flank and the Tyrrhenian Sea,

thus forcing

A
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commitment of the reserves to the line.
under this circumstance,
not be available
at Anzio.

If

Kesselring's

If

a landing occured

reserves would probably

to pull back to counter an Allied landing

either of these circumstances

developed,

the

Gustav Line could have been flanked and needed to have been
abandoned much earlier than Kesselring
As events actually developed,
both stop the Fifth

nearly

Army

Kesselring was able

to

on the Gustav Line and contain and

destroy the beachhead

Clark's

intended.

with limited forces.

forces were contained in

Indeed,

both locations well into

the spring.

I

The Research Questions

in
"Do

Chapter One,

two research questions were asked:

the decisions made by Kesselring'immediately

prior to and

during the battle of Anzio provide an indication of his ability
as a commander?"

and "If

so,

how did he make those decisions,

and how effective were they in

achieving his intended ob-

jectives?"
1 believe enough information
the commitment

is

available concerning

of the reserves to Rome to provide a partial,

tentative evaluation of Kesselring as a commander.

Measuring

his ability as a commander against the answer to the second
research question,
successful.
defending

Italy,

made decisions based on his intuition,

in-

to him, and that of his staff and com-

Though there were incorrect assumptions built into

his decisionmaking
the unexpected

process,

he was able to react quickly to

landing because of carefully prepared,

feasable contigency plans.
tive once

he was

Kesselring charged with the responsibility of

formation available
manders.

that of achieving his intentions,

and very

His reaction was swift and effec-

the need for Case RICHARD became apparent.

I
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believe that the evidence has shown,
case,

that Kesselring made

in

this particular

logical command decisions based

upon the information available,

advice of those he trusted,

and his own intuition, yet proved flexible enough to react
Such a man is

effectively to the unexpected.

a dangerous

enemy.

The Counterattack

In evaluating

the 16 February counterattack against

the VI Corps positions,

the following research questions

will be answered:
I.

What role did Kesselring play in

the development

of the counterattack plan against the VI Corps beachhead?
2.

To what extent did Kesselring attempt to persuade

Hitler to modify his restrictions to the counterattack plan?
3.
to

What action did Kesselring take during the battle

influence the flow of events?

Development

"What

of the Counterattack Plan

role did Kesselring play in

the counterattack plan against

the development of

the VI Corps beachhead?"

From the beginning of operations against the Allied
beachhead,

Kesselring realized that quick and decisive action

would be necessary,

consequently,

his

initial

input into

both the immediate and the deliberate counterattack plans
was designed to move Mackensen
In

to quick decisive action.

developing the deliberate counterattack,

on 16 February,

Mackensen

felt

that a carefully planned ap-

proach would be necessary because
available

in

the theater.

to be launched

of the limited resources

The difference

of opinion between
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Kesselring and Mackensen apparently led to Mackensen's offer
12
to resign on two occasions early in February.
Kesselring
declined the offer,
parations

and Mackensen continued with his pre-

for a well planned,

deliberate attack.

Though

Kesselring apparently declined

to pursue the point at the

expense of

his intentions were well

losing a commander,

known.
Early in

the planning process,

sen discussed the various

Kesselring and Macken-

courses of action available

in

forming

the direction of the attack.

Both agreed that the Albano-

Anzio road approach was best,

which is

of action selected in
sen prior to Lucas'

identical

the hasty attack developed by Macken-

attempt to push out of the beachhead.

One of the major considerations
from Kesselring's perspective,

for this avenue of approach,
was his desire not to expose

the Fourteenth Army attack to Allied naval
occur if

to the course

gunfire which would

either coastal approach were used.

The importance of looking at these twc inputs into the
Fourteenth Army planning process is

to measire Kesselring's

extent of providing positive direction to his subordinate
commanders,

in

this case --

possibility of interference

Mackensen,

balanced against the

from a higher

level.

Within this

context,

Kesselring clearly made known his desire for a quick

action.

In

addition to this attack,

he was concerned both

about conditions along the Gustav Line,

and about the possibility

of another Allied landing further up the coast,
not afford to view the Anzio
these considerations weighing

front in

heavily in

deferred to his subordinate commander
perhaps only because he threatened
nonetheless.
of attack,

isolation.

As for Kesselring's

both commanders agreed,

in

so he could
Yet,

the balance,

with
he

the timing of the attack,

to resign,

but he deferred

input into the direction
so we cannot know what

action he might have taken to attempt to force Mackensen not

7
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to drive down the coast,
action at all.

Here,

or if

there is

he would have taken any
less ground for evaluation.

Kesselring supported his subordinate

in

attempting

to destroy the Allied beachhead by providing precious resources for the attack.

In this action, more than any other,

Kesselring demonstrated to Mackensen his commitment to the
success of the Fourteenth Army efforts.
In general, Kesselring provided the assets without interference, yet his
interest in the outcome of the battle was obvious through
the two major inputs he provided to Mackensen.

Attempt to Modify the Restrictions

"To what extent did Kesselring attempt to persuade
Hitler to modify his restrictions to the counterattack
plan?'t
The purpose of this question is
twofold.
First, it
is

important to evaluate Kesselring's short term persuasive

powers as opposed to his success over greater periods of
time.

Secondly,

it

is

important to measure how strongly

Kesselring felt the restrictions would reduce the chance of
success.
Mackensen presented his plan Lo Hitler on 5 February
for approval.

As discussed in the last chapter,

approved the plan with certain restrictions.

Hitler

He desired

a very narrow front in order to mass Mackensen's

limited

combat power, he desired a rolling artillery barrage,

and

he desired for the Infantry Lehr to lead the attack.

From

Kesselring's perspective, not all of these restrictions seemed
burdensome at the time.
He did not object to the use of
the Infantry Lehr Regiment.

The rolling artillery barrage

was impossible to organize due to limited ammunition.
the process of elimination,

By

the only restriction left to

"

.'.

-

.

-
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discuss is

the width of the attack.

Kesselring and Mackensen both objected to the imposition of a narrow front because they felt that the superior
Allied air and artillery would destroy their concentrated
formations,

and because they felt that they might not be

successful in forcing Lucas to commit his reserves early.
OKW was informed of

these objections,

but apparently the force

of the arguement was not successful in changing Hitler's
mind.
Kesselring's ability to get Hitler to change his mind
in a short term situation appears to be ineffective.
longer periods of time,
bate,

Over

such as the Rommel-Kesselring de-

the decision to invade Malta and much earlie:-

in

dealing with Goering over the organization of the Luftwaffe
General Staff,
able.

However,

ferent.

Kebszlring's pertuasive powers were considershort term decisions are consistently dif-

He lost the Malta operation through a short term

decision of Hitler's,
notifying OKW,

he pulled forces out of Sicily without

perhaps in order to avoid a direct confrontation,

and he lost in his attempt to modify the counterattack plan
at Anzio.

Though the differences between his success at

long and short term political confrontation may be due,
large part,

to his approach to politics,

in a

the situation may

be identified with the whole political process of the Third
Reich as well.

In the final analysis, Hitler may not have

granted any change in his restrictions under any circumstances,
regardless of how hard Kesseiring might have pushed him,
Hitler wanted a victory at Anzio.

Knowing this,

it

for

is dis-

tinctly possible that Kesselring request for modification
may not have been strongly pursued.
Kesselring accepted the restrictions.

He felt that

he had sufficient combat power to destroy the beachhead,
with the restrictions imposed,

even

so continued the attack as

V
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modified with optomism.

Further, in light of his desire to

conclude the attack as quickly as possible,

it

is

likely that

Kesselring wished to conduct the attack os planned in order
to release forces
In the end,
point,

for other operations.
however, Kesselring failed to make his

thus the attack failed, in part,

to a combat force

too concentrated to be effective and an excellent target for
enemy tires.

The narrow front restrict'.onproved

fatal flaw in the attack plan,

a flaw foreseen,

to be a
but not

effectively pursued by Kesselring.

The Conduct of the Counterattack
"What actions did Kesselring take during the battle to
influence the flow of events?"
In air

battle situations,

Kesselring has been seen to

be a commander who constantly observed combat operations by
flying with the attack tormations,

by landing frequently

to encourage the troops, and to lead by example.

Did these

attributes extend to the battlefield?
Following the failure of the first day's efforts to
force Lucas to commit his reserves,

Kesselring urged the

Lmmediate commitment of the Fourteenth Army's second wave
forces,

in order to force Lucas to commit,

impetus to the drive.

and to provide

Mackensen declined theadvice because

he had not yet used all of his first wave units,
to retain the second wave for exploitation.
spected Mackensen's decision,
battle.

He did tend

troops,

however,

to

and desired

Kesselring re-

and did not interfere with the

follow his old

habit of visiting

the

and in a visit on the first day got himself

involved in a controversy concerning artillery.
Kesselring continued his constant visits with troopF,
but tended not to interfere in the internal operations of

!

,;
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the Fourteenth Army corrmand structure, with the exception
of the artillery problem described in Chapter Three.
than providing logistical support to Mackensen,
suggestions,

Other

and making

he did not influence the outcome of the bat-

tle.

The Research Questions
"Do the decisions made by Kesselring

inmmediately prior

to and during Lhe battle of Anzio provide an indication of
his ability as a commander?"
In viewing the commitment of the Army Group reserves,
certain pieces of factual data,

along with Kesselring's state-

ments concerning his thoughts at the time made identifying
his decisionmaking process relatively simple.
context of the counterattack,
period of time,

Within the

which covers a much greater

and deals with much less precise information,

identifying his decisionmaking process or even his intentions
is more difficult.
a commander,

it

Perhaps,

in identifying his ability as

would be better stated that his style cf

command was one of trusting subordinates to do their job and
providing the material necessary to obtain the desired objective.

The intended objective at Anzio was not realized

to destroy the Allied beachhead,

--

but the longterm objective

of keeping the Allies south of Rome as long as possible was
realized in the effective German effort at containing the
beachhead,

and in

stabalizing the Gustav Line.

In measuring

Kesselring's command ability strictly by the outcome of the
battle of Anzio,
when taken in
in Italy,

it

appears that he was not effective,

but

light of the larger picture of the situation

his overall defense within the early months of 1944

was very successful.
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Conclusion

Measuring the effectiveness of Albert Kesselring as
a commander strictly on the basis of his actions before and
during the battle of Anzio probably does not provide a
comprehensive view of the man,

but does provide some indi-

cations concerning his approach to command,
subordinates,

his dealing with

and in his thought processes in tight situations,

such as the commitment of the Army Group reserves.

I believe

that the evidence supports this commitment as the only viable
alternative that Kesselring had at the time.

Looking at

other alternatives inevitably leads to the possibili.ty that
the Gustav Line would have been lost much earlier than it
was.

In viewing the events surrounding the Fourteenth Army

counterattack, Kesselring b

tomes a commander willing to allow

his subordinate commander the latitude to develop and execute
the counterattacknot because of his own weakness as a commander,
but because of his trust in the subordinate.

He is

also

seen as a commander who failed to persuade the political leadership to modify restrictions to the counterattack. plan, restrictions which later contributed to the failure of the effort.
Chapter Five will deal with the
discussion provided in this chapter,
learAing from A'bert Kesselring,

implications of the
with the intention of

the Commander in Chief,

Southwest in Jenuary and February 1944.

}h
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

The bulk of the analysis and specific conclusions concerning Kesselring's actions relating to the Allied amphibious assault at Anzio were addressed
conclusions drawn

in Chapter Four.

from the answer to the research questions

accomplished the primary investigative
The purpose of this chapter is
conclusions in

intent of this paper.

to provide some generalized

attempting to transfer some of the consider-

ations whichKesselring had to face in
present situation.

Italy in

1944 to our

The discussion will generally follow the

outline of information presented
Four.

The

in

both Chapters Three and

Also provided will be some final coiments about

Kesselring drawn from this study,

and recommendations

for

further study.

Commitment of the Reserves

Kesselring's

commitment of the Army Group C reserves

to stop the XBritish Corps'
of the Liri valley
risk.

is

drive

a study in

to the southern approaches
flexibility

During the analysis presented in

options available

and operational
Chapter Four,

to Kesselring And their possible

various

influence

[2

I.

on both the attack along the Gustav Line and the imminent
invasion at Anzio were considered.

In

that discussion ---

the luxury of time and a lot of information --

with

I concluded

that Kesselring acted in the only manner which would not
force him to withdraw from the Gustav Line.
his reserves

from Rome to

He committed

stabalize the Line in

prevent a breakthrough and an exploitation.

order to

From his perspective,
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such an action was a risk dictated

at that point in time,

in accomplishing his operational objective.
Commanding in combaL is

an activity which obviously

demands a certain amount of risk.

Though Kesselring attempted

to gather and utilize as much information as possible concerning Allied in+-entionj,

he could never be fully certain

that Generai Clark would not attempt an amphibious landing
while the Army Group C's reserves were tied down along the
Gustav Line,

yet the risk of not committing those reserves

seemed to outweigh the danger of a possible amphibious 'anding.
The possibilities were explored, probably were even thought
out in some detail in advance,
and opinionis gatl .red --

information considered,

then the decision was made and

carried out quickly and effeciantly with good results
along the Gustav Line.
As we learn to apply concepts embedded in the AirLand battle,

reinforced interest will be placed on the need

to seriously consider' risks in

the commitment of combat

assets throughout the depth of the battlefield.

Commit-

ment of scarce resources at one place in the battle translates
into the lack of resources in other areas of the battlefield,
and increases the need for careful consideration of timing
violent actions at critical points.

been forced to consider traee-offs in the
those assecs,

fo:: they are limited.

from two directions.

I

A commander has always
iffective use )f

Kessel;:ing faced a danger

Because the attack against Army Group

C was conducted in a staggered fashion, he had the luxury

(1
H

of utilizing interior lines to concentrate his limited
resources first in the XIV Pinzer Corps area,
Anzio-Nettuno beachhead.
critic.al.

"hen at the

Timing and concentration were

Though acting in a reac.

ye manner.,

the decision

to commit his reserves allowed Kesselring to quickly defeat
the Fifth Army attack along the .efensive line, then to

}i
I.

S-

B
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shift reserve

forces to the beachhead.

of those reserves,

In

his commitment

Kesselring considered requirements

their removal and re-commitment
factors were considered

for

in cise of a landing.

in his risk analysis,

These

and are in-

structive to us today as we consider the possibility of
attacks not only along our front,

but also deep into our

rear as well.
Another aspect of Kesselring's actions in
ment of the Army Group C reserves

is

the conviit-.

his flexibility.

The

Army Group reserves were specifically designed to provide
protection against an amphibious
Rome.

landing in

the area of

Kesselring and Vietinghoff were shifting forces

within the Tenth

Army at

the time of Clark's

efforts

along

the Gustav Line in order to provide flexible reserves for
the Tenth Army.

The intent of those reserves was to de-

feat any enemy attempt to force the defensive position,;
both along the Gustav defenses and the Sangro River on the
other side of the peninsula.
made quick penetrations

Thus,

when the British X Corps

into the 94th Infantry

area on the German right flank,

Division's

Kesselring was asked to

H

commit resources from the Army Group which were iieant for
another purpose.

Within the context of the intent of kes-

selring's immediate concept, that request was "out of
line."
Kesselring knew, however, that the Tenth Army was far
from properly restructured

according to plan and very

possibly could not stem the Allied tide without assis-

tance.

In light of the situation, Kesselring modified his

1

concept to allow the temporary commitment of the I Parachute
Corps and two divisions.
Each commander,

of course, must be capable of de-

ciding when an opportunity to demonstrate

flexibility

lead to success and when the best road is

built upon the

plan as it

is

curreltcly coticeived.

will

In Kesselring's case,

I
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he was willing to commit the reserve to the Gustav Line,
yet later refused Vietinghoff's request to withdraw from
In each

the Line following the Allied landing at Anzio.
case,

Kesselring's actions were vindicated by subsequent

events,

yet what was the foundation of his actions?

In part, flexibility is

tied to risk,

for to take

action which deviates from a developed concept of operations
requires the consideration of risk.

Yet action which deviates

from a developed concept must be built on careful consideration of the consequences.

In Kesselring's case,

the bot-

tom line of his concept was to prevent the Allies from
forcing the Tenth Army to withdraw from the Gustav Line to
positions north of Rome before the end of winter.

He

committed his reserves to prevent that pcssibility,

then

later concentrated forces at Anzio to achieve the same
purpose.

When Vietinghoff requested that the Tenth Army

be allowed to withdraw because of the danger posed by the
Allied landing at Anzio, Kesselring was unwilling to allow
that action because it

violated his basic operational concept.

Thus Kesselring was willing to be flexible within the parameters of his operational concept,

but was not willing to

step outside of those parameters unless collapse was imminent.

Consequently,
They are

flexibility and risk have their limits.

.limited by the intent of the commander.

Kessel-

ring demonstrated a significant amount of latitude within his intent and the direction given by OKW,

but remained

committed to the overall concept of his operation in Italy.
Within clearly stated command intent, we must be willing
to take careful,

yet decisive risks and to be flexible in

the application of combat power.

When asked about Ameri-

can combat operations in Italy following the war,

Kessel-

ring remarked that one of our greatest shortcomings was

.

i
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L

he was willing to commit the reserve to the Gustav Line,
yet later refused Vietinghoff's request to withdraw from
the Line following the Allied landing at Anzio.
case,

In each

Kesselring's actions were vindicated by subsequent

events,

yet what was the foundation of his actions?

In part,

flexibility is

tied to risk, for to take

action which deviates from a developed concept of operations
requires the consideration of risk.

Yet action which deviates

from a developed concept must be built on careful consideration of the consequences.

In Kesselring's case,

the bot-

tom line of his concept was to prevent the Allies from
forcing the Tenth Army to withdraw from the Gustav Line to
positions north of Rome before the end of winter.

He

committed his reserves to prevent that possibility,

then

d

later concen~trated forces at Anzio to achieve the same
purpose.
When Vietinghoff requested that the Tenth Army
be allowed to withdraw because of the danger posed by the
Allied landing at Anzio, Kesselring was unwilling to allow
that action because it

violated his basic operational concept.

Thus Kesselring was willing to be flexible within the parameters of his operational concept, but was not willing to
step outside of those parameters unless collapse was imminent.
Consequently,
They are

flexibility and risk have their limits.

.limited by the intent of the commander.

Kessel-

ring demonstrated a significant amount of latitude within his intent and the direction given by OKW, but remained
committed to the overall concept of his operation in Italy.
Within clearly stated command intent, we must be willing
to take careful,

yet decisive risks and to be flexible in

the application of combat power.
can combat operations

When asked about Ameri-

in Italy following the war,

Kessel-

ring remarked that one of our greatest shortcomings was

I
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our predictability and lack of risk taking.

I do not

believe that we have significantly changed in

this re-

We still

spect.

tend to work from the safe side,

thus we
I

are predictable in our combat actions.
In looking at Kesselring's commitment of the Army
Group C reserves,

conclusions can be drawn concerning the

limits of his willingness to take risk and demonstrate
He limited both himflexibility in combat opera, ions.
self and the actions of his subordinates in the effect a
certain combat initiative would have on the retention of
the Gustav Line.
The Counterattack Plan

The issue involved in the discussion of the development and implementation of the 16 February 1944 counterattack plan against the Anzio beachhead by the Fourteenth
Army is

one of command relationships.

between Kesselring and Mackensen is

i

The relationship

primarily in view during

the time that the plan was developed and during its execution.

In attempting to get the restrictions modified,

the command relationship to be considered is between OKW
and Army Group C --

between Kesselring and Hitler.

As the counterattack plan developed from a hasty attack
earlier planned, Kesselring and Mackensen agreed on the
axis of the attack and the amount of forces required to be
They disagreed,

successful.
attack.

however,

on the timing of the

Kesselring wanted to begin as soon as possible

while Mackensen desired to insure that the attack be well
prepared.

Kesselring was either not willing or not able

to force his point of view upon Mackensen.

Because Macken-

sen felt that Kesselring lacked confidence in him over this
issue, he submitted his resignation.
i

S

Kesselring did not
I,'

I
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accept the resignation and allowed Mackensen to develop the
preparations based upon his schedule.
This discussion is

perennial.

Every commander must

"face the possibility of disagceement with a subordinate
over the conduct of a tactical or operational action, and
must realize that the disagreement may weU. be founded on
excellent information with workable consequences.

The

aiscussion between Kesselring and Mackensen is merely one of
countless such discussions taken at many command levels
throughout the history of warfare.
here is

What is

instructive

not the disagreement itself, but the assumption

with which Kesselring went to the disagreement --

the as-

sumption that the attack would be successful because of sheer
Axis forces available to overwhelm the Allied positions.
Thus,

the basic operational assumption is

able victory despite the timing.
tor is

one of rtason-

A second important fac-

that Kesselring approached this problem with enough

trust in Mackensen to allow him to proceed with his plan.
Within the context of the development of the counterattack plan, Kesselring provided resources and direction to
Mackensen.

Though the guidelines for conducting the action

included the direction of the attack, Kesselring chose not
to make the timing of the attack a paramater, but a point
available for compromise,
To generalize this situation to contemporary consideration, command relationships must be built on professional trust and clearly sta'ed guidelines for the conduct of operations.

We do not know exactly what guide-

lines were stated to Mackensen,

but can surmise the con-

ditions based upon the nature of the disagreement.

Pro-

fessional discussion within the areas of latitude allowed
should be encouraged and seriously considered.

Kessel-

ring's disagreement with Mackensen was heated enough for

I
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communuication between the senior service chiefs and the
resulting in clearly

political leadership must be concise,
stated military, political,

economic and social objectives

and tactical restrictions to the use of combat power.
From the military perspective,

the restrictions at Anzio

were clearly stated, and were followed as much as possible,

to the detriment of the counterattack.
During the conduct of the attack, Kesselring did not

5

"interfere" with the tactical operations.

He observed the

action, provided his opinion as to the timing of the commitment of the second wave and investigated problems with
artillery ammunition consumption, but he allowed Mackensen
the latitude to conduct the operation.

In his approach to

this action- Kesselring remained consistent in allowing
subordinate commanders the freedom to ccnduct their part
of the war.

In this, he followed the maxim of Moltke the

Elder:
"An order shall contain everything that a commander
cannot do by himself, but nothing else." This meant
F

that the commander in chief should hardly ever interfere with tactical arrangements.
2
Kesselring understood the importance of providing

direction and resources,

then allowing the commander to

do his job. Thotigh it is possible to criticize Kesselring
for not providing firmer control over Mackensen in the matter of timing the commitment of the reserves,

4

such was

)

not Kesselring's approach.
Interference into tactical arrangements is something
which we attempt to avoid in the US military structure,
yet some interference is
example,

inevitable.

perhaps to the extreme,

is

A relatively recent
the control of the

Iranian rescue mission from the White House,

through not

allowing the commander on the scene the authority to decide
whether or not to contiaue the mission once things began

4
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to go wrong.

The issue in question is

the degree to

which a senior should direct tactical action over a subordinate once the action is

initiated.

of

The decision,

in the case of the rescue mission on the conditions

course,

which would force an abort, had been decided ahead of time,
yet the commander charged with the conduct of the raid
was not given the latitude to make that decision.
monstrated in

As de-

the discussion concerning political constraints

being placed on a given operation earlier in this chapter,
for the constraints to be clearly
leadership, as 0KW did to Kessel^
stated by tho political
the general sequence is
ring and Mackensen,

then for the commanders to carry out the
controlling the action on

mission within those constraints,

i

In the Iranian
the battlefield within stated guidelines.
the Presidenwas
constraints
the
of
rescue attempt, one
Cer-

tial reservation to abort based on certain criteria.

tainly,

the nature of the conflict in these two examples

is very different,
for success,

yet to provide for the optimal chance

the senior commander must allow his subordinate

tactical latitude,

even to deviate from the plan within

his means and parameters,
plished.

as long as the mission is

accom-

The national

Kesselring allowed that latitude.

command authority in the Iranian rescue attempt -'d not.
Albert Kesselring:

The Commander

The concluding statemerts concerning Kesselring as

a military professional are straightforward, and not very
original or profound.

He made a significant contribution

to the development of the young Luftwaffe as its second
Chief of Staff, commanded operational Luftwaffe units in
Poland, the Netherlands,
and in the Mediterranian,

I

-

Belgium,

France,

the Soviet Union

and was a theater commander.

- * -.~

From

•
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Kesselring was a r?cognized
expert in ground defensive operations and an accomplished

his World War I experience,

staff officer.

He demonstrated excellent administrative

abilities as one of the bright young men recruited by von
These facts can be found

Seekt during the interwar years.
anywhere there is

a discussion of the development of the
what made Albert
what made him successful in keeping the
Yet,

Luftwaffe or operations in Italy.
Kesselring unique,

Allies at bay in Italy for so long?
That is

a difficult question to answer,

for there is

no single factcr which contributed to his success.
had talented su3ordinates,

a good staff,

He

the luxury of

dealing directly with all three services as the theater
commander,

generally good rapport with OKW following his

successful withdrawal from Salerno to the Bernhardt Line,
and an enemy which was relatively predictable.
factors still

do noc spell success,

Yet these

for L.esselring had to

:

A

make use of the advantages available and minimize Axis defeciencies.

Administratively,

Kesselring was very capable

of seeing strengths and weaknesses,
make the most of opportunities.
however,

was his optomistic,

and taking action to

Perhaps most important,

stubborn personality.

Kesselring made attempts to stack advantages in
he communicated his intentions clearly,

Once

his favor,

invited discus-

sion, then stubbirnly stood by the parameters he set for
a plan while allowing his subordinates the opportunity to
freely operate within thcse parameters.
Kesselring's defense of Italy is a historical event
which deserves closer study tha,

has received.

Specific

aspects which should be addressed will be suggested in the
next section.

In general,

however,

Kesselring as a com-

mander deserves close attention, not only to plumb the
depths of his command personalit:',

but to analyze his m-thods

1<
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and further evaluate command relationships.

Recommendations for Further Research

As this paper developed,

I began to limit the scope
As a result, a number

of the investigation considerably.
of issues were touched upon,

but not seriously addressed

due to the limits of time and snace.

I would like to take

the opportunity to commend a few of these discussions for
further research.
One of the more troubling aspects of this investigation which remains unresolved is

the intent of Admiral

Canaris in his visit to Kesselring's headquarters prior
to the invasion at Anzio.
books,

It

has been alleged in

several

including The Trail of the Fox by David Irving,

that

Canaris and other members of the Abwehr were involved in
spreading misinformation to members of the German armed
forces.

I have been unable to link Canaris'

visit with any

attempt to deceive Army Group C about Allied intentions
at Anzio.

Because Canaris was such a shadowy figure,

per-

haps we will never know what he really did in the war regarding possible contacts with the Allies or if

he was a

double agent.
Indeed, attempting to put a finger upon
his visit to Kesselring and identify the intent of his
statement concerning the shipping in Naples harbor would
probably be very difficult.

The possibility that he de-

liberately misled Kesselring and Westphal,
exists,

however,

still

and beckons further historical research beyond

published works in an attempt to find the truth.
Reference is made in the paper to the development of
an artillery concept identified as the "feuerleit-batterie."
Under this concept,

all artillery in the Fourteenth Army

fell under the direct control of the Army artillery officer,
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General Jahn.

During the research,

I found no other refer-

ence to the idea or of its success.

I suggest that further

research be done on this subject to discover any other use
of the idea and its relation to the development of artillery
organization and utilization within the German Army during
World War II.
dressed is
or if

it

A particular question which could be ad-

if

the idea was orginally approached at Anzio,

was part of an artillery evolution within the

German Army.
Kesselring's staff did a superb job in providing
supplies to both the forces around the beachhead and along
the Gustav Line under very trying conditions.
RICHARD and MARDER I were implemented,
very effecient.

When Case

troop movements were

An interesting and important study would

be to undertake an evaluation of how these feats were
accomplished under conditions of unquestionable Allied air
superiority.
During the analysis of Chapter Four, I indicated that
I could find no basis,

other than weather and Zide data,

which drove the German estimates to predict that an Allied
attack would occur around the middle of February.

Because

the Army Group C reorganization was built around this
assumption,

I feel that this particular issue is worth

further study.
Final Remark

Information is

available to allow scholars to provide

an indepth evaluation of Kesselring in his defense of Italy.
The quality and direction of that evaluation is
researchers to pursue.

It

is

for future

the intent of this paper to

provide a foundation for that research.

•_=•
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Notes

1

Albert Kesselring and Siegfried Westphal, "Questions
Regarding the General Strategy during the Italian Campaign"
(U. S. Historical Division, MS B-270), pp. 26-27.
2

Edward M. Earle, ed., Makers ot Modern Strategy
Princeton University Press, 1971), p. 180.
(Princeton:
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